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Two More Tobacco
Barns Burn Today

Two accidents were reported
to the Murray Police Department Wednesday, but no injuries were sustained in either,
according to police reports.
At 2:40 p.m., two car collision
occurred at Stark's Hardware
parking lot, involving cars
driven by Sarah M. Sanderson,
Route One Farmington, and
Howard B. Koenen, 1624 Sunset,
according to police.
The Sanderson car reportedly
rolled downhill and struck the
Koenen car. The Sanderson car
was headed west on the lot, and
Hollis Miller, minister of the
the Koenen car was headed
University Church of Christ,
east, according to police.
Damamge to both cars was to stressed three relationships in
the right rear quarter-panel, business ethics in speaking to
the Murray State University
according to reports .
The second accident occurred chapter of Phi Beta Lambda
at 2:45 p.m. at the intersection professional business fraternity
of 4th and Walnut. Cars, in- Tuesday evening.
Defining business ethics as
volved were driven by Phillis
M. Weatherford, Route One the study of manners, customs
Almo, and Jerry W. Allen, 804 and traditions, he said the focus
N.
19th, according to police should be on relationships to
John Bohannon, principal at Kirksey elementary school is being welcomed to the board of directors
Investigating
officers said the fellow workers, to the company
of the local drug council. Chairman Willard Ails appointed Bohannon to fill the unexpired
term of
Weatherford car was headed and to „oneself.
Paul Felmming. The appointment was approved unanimously. Pictured are board member Arlie
Miller, who teaches Biblical
east on Walnut and the Allen car
Scott. Willard Ails, Bohannon and Robert Daniel.
was headed north on 4th when literature at Murray State,
answered questions from the
the accident occurred.
Damage to the Weatherford audience at the conclusion of his
car watto the right front, -and presentation.
Randy Oliver, a senior from
damage tothe Allen car was to
the left front, according to Princeton, is the president of
the Murray State chapter of Phi
police.
Citations issued Wednesday Beta Lambda.
The Calloway County Council
Calloway County farmers are "Ne'apecial petition form is included eight for speeding, one
on Drug Education held its
encouraged
to nominate can- required, but the petition must for unnecessary noise, one for
monthly meeting
Monday
no state iitepection sticker, and
for
Agricultural include a statement that the
evening with twelve members didates
one for disregarding stop sign.
Stabilization
and
nominee
Conservation
is
willing
to
serve if
present.
com- elected. Most persons eligible to
A constitution and by-laws ( ASC) community
was adopted for the purpose of mitteeman, reports Lowell participate in ASCS programs
Dr. Maury Hatch, director of
incorporating as a non-profit Palmer, Calloway County ASCS are eligible to serve as ASC
freshmen English at the
Executive
Director. Petititions committeemen. This includes
organization.
University
Kentucky.
of
Plans were discussed for a to be signed by a minimum of producers, sharecroppers,
Lexington, will be guest lecThe
Murray
three
Chapter
of
the
qualified
voters,
tenants,
must
be
and
minors who
project called
"edicine
turer following the luncheon by
Cabinet Clearing." Also, a filed by October 27, 1972, at the supervise an entire farm opera- National Association for the the English Teachers section of
Advancement of Colored People
children's project for the best Calloway County ASCS Office, tiop.the First District Education
"Nnminees must have far- will have a special meeting or
slogan
concerning
Drug 208'2 South 4th Street, Palmer
Association on Friday, October
Sunday,
October
at
said.
threec
15,
ming interests within the ASC
Education was proposed.
"We are hopeful a state ef at community, be qualified MC p.m. at the Dough's Commusw* )06 at 12:15 p.m. in the main
dining rootrt-sit the Murray
The Calloway County Council least six candidates
will be voters and NOT have reached Center.
on Drug Education received nominated
L.P. Miller, president, saiV Woman's Club house.
by farmer petitions, their 70th birthday by the date
-Kind Hearts Dream In Five
National recognition when it including reprewitatives
of the they take office. Further details the membership drive for this
Apparitions"
will be the subject
was listed by National Clear- minority gre..11i.
year
is
now
progress
in
and
Calloway on nominations for, ASC
of Dr. Hatch's talk. All infling House as the education County::
Palmer said. -ASCS -community com
-initteimen dues- will be taken at the
terested persons are invited-to
center where people may obtain programs
are
non- may be obtained from the meeting. He urged ,all Inhear his talk, a spokesman said.
help and advice.
discriminatory
and
ad- County ASCS Office, P.O. Box terested persons'to -attend.
Johnny Bohannon was ap- ministered without
regard to 508, Murray, Kentucky or by
pointed to th Board of Directors. race, color, creed, sex or naphone 753-1781
Willard Ails, Chairman, tional origin."
"ASC community compresided at the meeting. Next
"Eligible farmers may sign mitteemen elected by mail
meeting .will be the second as many nominating petitions
ballots December 1, will assist
Monday in November.
as they wish," Palmer added. the County ASC Committee with
ASCS Programs, conduct farm
community Meetings,and serve
A capacity crowd of Red and Donuts",
was shown, and
as delegates to the Calloway
Cross Volunteers and members reports were
given regarding
County Convention to elect the
of the staff an Board of the Summer
Swim Program,
county ASC committee."
Directors met together at the
recent First Aid Classes, and
Calloway
County
Public the current Mother
and Baby
The first annual Miss
Library on Tuesday for the first Care course.
Miss Mary Lynn Morris, age
Routine business
meeting of its kind, according to
Woodrnen Etangerette Contest 10, daughter of Mr. and
was conducted by Robert
Mrs.
a spokesman.
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Calvin P. Morris, Route. 7,
Moyer,
Chairman.
E.J.
Sorority will be held at 2:00 Murray.
, -Volunteers have been Haverstock was
mtioduced as a
p.m., Sunday, October 15, at the
The— Welcome
Wagon working and having their own new Director.
Miss Angela Manning, age 9,
Woodman Hall. The public is daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newcomers Club will have its meetings since the inception of
Mrs. Edd Glove, Chariman of
invited to attend.
Eugene Manning of Route 3, annual Christmas Dance on the Volunteer Program kior- Volunteers, reported that a full
Dick Stevens, voice major at Benton.
Friday, December 1, from nine merly-Gray Ladies), and the schedule of work
was being
Murray State University, will
Miss Leah Jane Hill, age 11, p.m. to one a.m. at the Murray- Board and Staff meet quarterly maintained at the hospital and
serve as emcee and will also daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Calloway County Country Club. to conduct the business of the convalescent
ward and that new
provide-- entertainment during Robert Hill of 1706 Keenland
Music will be by The Iron- Calloway County Red Cross positions would be
filled as
the intermission. Stevens has Drive, Murray.
stones and the tickets will be Chapter," said Mrs. Jean others of the community
join
been lead singer in Campus
Miss Kimberly Jan Johnson, $7.50 each to all Newcomer Blankenship, executive the organization. The fall
Lights for the past.few years. age 11, daughter of
members
director.
who
"but
it
was
that
are
we
felt
to contact
Mr. and
recruitment added eight new
The girls-will b'e judged on Mrs. James S. Johnson, Route Mrs. Don Burchfield, Mrs. Ed time to bring the -fin members:
Mrs. Joe Hosford,
talent, poise, personality, and 3, Murray.
Overbey, Mrs. Joe Prince, or organizatiions together so that Mrs. E.B. Howton,
Mrs. Edwin
beauty. Each girl has composed
Mrs.
Nix
Britt.
each could understand the Kubala II, Mrs. Thomas Lax,
Miss Tanunie Crouse, age 10,
her own talent to be presented daughter of Mr. and
After November 10, the sale of overall picture of Red Cross Mrs. Charles Thompson,
Mrs. Elvin
Mrs.
tickets will be open to the work."
on the day of the contest. Out-ofgeneral public.
town judges have been ob- (Continued on Page Sixteen)
A movie, "More Than Coffee
tained.
Trophies which will be
presented to the winners and
pictures of the contestants are
on display in the window of
Holland's Drug Store.
The contestants are:
Miss Jane Suffill, age 13,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Revival services. are in
Lawrence Suffill, 1634 Olive,
progress at Memorial Baptist
Murray.
Church and. will continue
through Sunday, October 15.
SALES PLANNED The guest evangelist is Tom
The Calvary Temple, PenAtwood. former football star
tecostal Church of God, located
from Caldwell County and
at Chestnut and Cherry Streets,
Western State University. The
Murray, will sponsor a rumMusic Director is Dr. James
mage sale and flea market in
Carlin, Associate Professor in
the parking lot of the church on
Elementary Education at
Saturday, October 14, at nine
Murray State University.
a.m.
Services are held each
evening at 7:30 with day services Saturday at 10:00 a.m.
and at 1:30 p.m. The there of the
week is -New Life in Christ".
Special music Friday
Saturday
cool
Fair and
will be brought by W yne
through Monday, with early
ATTEND TRAINING SESSION AT UK—The University of Kentucky College of Social Professions Perrin, lay speaker and singer
morning low temperatures in
is
conducting six three-week sessions to upgrade case aides and interviewer aides of the Kentucky from Kirksey.
the 40s, and afternoon -highs
Department of Economic Security, under a $48,829 grant from Public Service Careers and the US.
Exgryone is invited te parranging from the low 60s east
Department of Labor. Among those attending the second session were (from left) Mrs.
ticipate in thise special serGlenda
to around 70 in Western KenFields, Renton, Mrs. Verlene Huie, Murray, Mrs. Sarah Marshall, Paducah, and Dr. Jack C. vices, according to the pastor,
tucky.
Sturges, director.
Rev. Jerrell White.

Hollis Miller Is
Fraternity Speaker

Drug Council
Holds Meeting

Farmers Encouraged To
Nominate ASC Committee

Murray NAACP Will
Meet Here Sunday

Contestants Announced For Miss
Woodmen Rangerette Contest Here

Newcomers Club To
Hold Annual Dance

Revival Service's
Now At Memorial
Baptist Church

Total Lost In Fires
This Year Now Seven
The sixth and seventh tobacco
The Key building reportedly
barns destroyed by fire this fall contained approximately 4,000
burned to the ground today, sticks of tobacco and the Gillum
despite efforts of the Calloway barn contained about 500 stilts.
County Fire-Rescue Unit to
In addition to the Key and
save then.
Gillum structures, barns
The barns belonged to Harry belonging to Homer Crass, Ed
Key and Fred Gillum. The Key Watson,
James
Brame,
barn burned this morning at Woodrow Tarry-, and Bud
3:15 a.m., and th G11111111 barn Swann hcve been damaged by
erupted in flames at about 7 fire this fall. ,
•
a.m.
"I deeply regret these losses
The Key barn was located to the tobacco growers of this
near Coldwater, according to area," said Holmes Ellis,
Dr. Oddvar Berg
Rescue Squad reports. The general manager of the Western
Gillum barn was located east of Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Kirksey. Both buildings were Association. "An active market
being used to fire tobacco when is expected this year, and the
the blazes started.
tobacco is needed. It is a great
The Key loss was estimated at disappointment to these farnearly $14,000; $7,800 in mers to have an entire year's
tobacco, and the barn valued at work go up in smoke."
--Dr. Oddvar Berg walk the $6,000. No estimate was
Rescue Squad members
guest speaker at the Purcriase available on the Gillum answering the call
to the Key
Area Homemakers meeting on structure.
fire were Max Dowdy, Jim
Wednesday, October 25, to be
Johnson, Loyd Key, Gordon
held at the auditorium of
Wirt, Ron Flecher, Aaron
Murray State
University
Dowdy, Mike Farley, Jim
starting at ten a.m.
Wilkinson, Steve Simmons, Bob
Rev. Berg is a native of Oslo,
Hoke, Ronnie Garland, Danny
Norway. He spent twenty years
WASHINGTON ( AP — For Chadwick, Ronnie Barnett,
in the Belgian Congo as a
nearly two hours. .Sen. John Robert Trenholm, Jerry Edmissionary, and was there when
Sherman Cooper sat and listen- wards, David Key, and Charles
trouble erupted as the Congo ed—somewhat embarrassed
16 Tubbs.
was given its independence. colleagues showered tribute
Personnel answering the
Mr.Berg and his tanaily had to and praise on him:
Gillum fire were Max Dowdy,
leave and spent two years in
When the speechmaking end- Gordon Wirt, Hal Rodgers, Jim
Brussels. BeigiuM, where he
ed in the Senate Wednesday, Kelly, Robert Trenholm,
worked as a professor at the
the Somerset Republican arose Ronnie Barnett, Ricky EdRoyal Athenee.
and said "this is a moving day wards, and Jeff Dowdy.
In 1962, Mr. Berg and his
in my life. It is sad to leaye
family- came .to this country
and I -shall miss the commuwith the help of the Resetncation with the people of my
tlement Services of the United
state of Kentucky. I can only
Presbyterian Church U.S.A. say I'm grateful I've been here
They becar-W-ritizens of the
with you."
U.S. in May, 1968.
Although Cooper is retiring,
Mr. Berg is presently pastor
his seatmate, Sen. George Aiof the Old Brick Presbyterian
ken, R-Vt., predicted "he'll be
Church of Sheffield. Alabama.
back in government service beHe
travels
extensively
fore long—he always comes
throughout
the •country
HARLAN, Ky. ( AP) — Reback. Believe me, the United
speaking to high schools,
States needs John Cooper. He publican senatorial candidate
colleges, civic clubs, business
may be excelled only by his Louie B. Nunn told a group of
conventions and churches. His
students at Southeast Commuwife Lorraine."
main topic at these meetings is
Mrs. Cooper, a tear in her nity College at Cumberland
"What Is Right With America."
eye now and then, was seated Wednesday that the current
All homemakers of the area
in the gallery along with staff state administration raised
are urged to attend. Calloway
tuition for state college stumembers from Cooper's office.
Club members should make
The theme of each speech dents -by a total of $6 million
reservations by Friday, Ocwas the same: Cooper had this year, after promising no
tober 20, by calling their club
added an unmatchable dimen- increase in tuition costs."
president or Mrs. Barletta
Earlier, Nunn had charged
sion of integrity and earnestWrather, Extension agent,
his Democratic opponent; Walness to the Senate.
phone 753-1452.
ter (Dee) Huddleston of conducting a "scurrilous campaign" designed to "stir up animosity."
In an interview on radio station WHLN here Nunn said
Gov. Wendell Ford and Huddleston had imposed 16 new
taxes on Kentuckians and HudRev. Thomas Perkins of County with the alternate being dleston had voted "for
only one
Murray, moderator, will Rev. Earl Cathey of Zion's tax cut in
his career," referpreside at the-103rd annual Cause Church. Rev. Richard
ring to the removal of sales tax
session of the 'Blood River Walker Of the Murray -First from food.
Church
will
have scripture and
Baptist Association to be held
Meanwhile, Huddleston acon Monday and Tuesday at the prayer followed by remarks
cused Nunn of "trying to scare
First Missionary Church at about Kentucky Child Care by
the people of Kerttuky with the
Benton, the Altona Church in Ford Deusner, head of the Child
same old hate and smear
Marshall County, and the First Care program in the state. tactics that he used
in his race
Special music will be by the
Baptist Church, Murray.
for governor in 1967."
Chester Durham, secretary Messenger Quartet from Altona
Speaking from a text he has
of the Kentucky Baptist Student Church.
used previously, Huddleston
speaker
Union, will be the main
At the Tuesday morning
told the Lexington Lions Club
at the opening session to be held session at 9:30 at the Altona
that Nunn has attempted "to
Monday at seven p.m. at the Church, Franklin
Owen, paint me with a broad brush of
Benton First Church.
executive secretary-treasurer radicalism, anti-Americanism,
The annual sermon will be by of the Kentucky Baptist- CoR- Anti-religion and anti-everyRev. Eugene Meadow of the vention.*ill bring the me
e. thing else that he thipks' would
Bethel Church in Marshall
Rev. Willie Johnsodt 'the
be distasteful to the people of
Flint Church 'mill brinJ the
Kentucky."
doctrinal sermon with Rev.
hlf---the people of Kentucky
James Bean of Salem Church as are telling me anything at all,"
he continued, "it is that they
aren't going to be-deireiVed in
1972 like they were in 1967."
The meeting of the American
TRAP SHOOT
Nunn, elected governor in
Legion Post 73 lnd Auxiliary
has been changed from Friday, , The Calloway County Con- 1967, was opposed by former
October 13, to Monday, October servation Club will hold a trap' • state Highway Commissioner
Henry Ward, a Democrat.
16, at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion shoot Sunday, October 15, at the
Hall, South 6th and Maple old Ernest Bailey Farm.
Streets, Murray.
Starting time Will be 1 p.m.
FREE HAMPSTERS
Roy Folsom., commander of Prizes for the winners will be
Two hampsters are free to
the Legion, urges all members live or dressed pheasants and, persons for pets. For in-'
to note the change in date and to other prizes. All members and formation call 753-2242 after six
attend.the meeting on Monday. the public are invited to attend. p.m.

Dr. Berg To Speak
At Purchase Area
Homemakers Meet

Colleagues Shower
Praise On Cooper

Blood River Baptists To
Hold 103rd Annual Meet

American Legion To
Meet Here Monday

P V.I. THREE
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Secrecy and Newspapers
al enemies.
Secrecy and newspapers are mort
d in secret, the
When government is conducte
rmation about
info
g
people have no way of obtainin
what happened.
le be fully inFreedom requires that the peop
best interest.
-formed in order to act in their own
and the people's
• Although freedom of the press
antees, there is
guar
right to know are constitutional
will always
ness
busi
nt
no guarantee that governme
.
open
be conducted in the
to
Historically, it has been the role of newspapers
by
ials
c
offic
publi
and
nt
keep a watch on governme
reporting what happens at public meetings and
discussions affecting the public interest.
Only when people are fully informed about actions
d
jtd their public officials can they make soun
.
votes
t
ligen
'judgments and cast intel
And only in this way can democracy function and
people keep themselves free.

Letters and Newspapers

Copley News Service

Hal Boyle

No :Spring Chicken

Most people like to "get things off their chest,"
:and under freedom they can do it.
That's what free speech and free press are all
:about.
One of the best ways to get things off your chest is
lo write a letter to the editor.
This time-honored way of giving one's views and
ideas is an important part of our free society and
free press.
be printed.
All letters written to editors cannot
s the words
time
Some
Oftentimes space is lacking.
libelous.
even
or
ive
abus
and ideas may be spiteful,
the ophave
ers—
writ
and
ers—
But most read
portunity to say what they think.
papers with
It is important that people read news
and take
es,
selv
them
understanding, think for
ssary, if
nece
it
ve
belie
they
when
n
actio
responsible
editor.
the
to
r
only to get it off their-chest with a lette
s will
pres
free
a
and
In this way, free speech
ty.
socie
open
and
free
a
e
continue to guarante

other guys at the bar than to
By HAL BOYLE
If
—
(AP)
your woes?
NEW YORK
Doesn't it annoy you when
you're losing your marbles, you
ought to be the first to know, your wife makes you sit still
and snap beans for the dinner
shouldn't you?
Then maybe you can do table while she is giving you a
something about it before the bawling out for your misdeeds?
No matter how understanding
word gets around.
That's why it's a good idea to you try to be, don't you secretcheck up on yourself occasion- ly feel that teen-agers of today
ally, just to see if you need a are a bit dopier than when you
few screivs tightened or to were a teen-ager yourself?
Remember the officer you
rearrange your prejudices. In
this civilization, having the used to say you'd beat up as
right mental attitude is an in- soon as you got out of the service? If you bumped into him
tegral part of the game.
Forturentely for you, today we now, would you have two or
have a do-it-yourself test that three drinks with him for old
will enable you to tell whether times' sake, particularly if you
you're still an average heel on figure he'd pick up the check?
an even keel, or. whether you
And before you paid off all
need to be docked somewhere your old bills, wouldn't you
first run up a bunch of new
for an overhaul.
Here is the test. All you have ones?
When you -start worrying
to do is answer the following
simple questions. Try to be as about our own mental health,
honest as your nature will al- don't you first tell yourself
of
ers
read
ful
care
that, well, everybody you know
low.
and
Women are eager
g a long drought, does is a little bit off his rocker,
Durin
newspapers. on in their it seem to you that more rain anyway?
Mothers need to know what is going
exNow to the score:
they read falls on the lawn ofby the
and
d,
the guy
communities and around the worl
If you answered yes to most
pensive home owned
across the street than falls on of these questions, you're just
newspapers to keep fully informed.
al,
ssion
profe
,
ness
busi
the kind of normal misfit who
your lawn?
to
The same applies
saw three great big makes life what it is.
you
If
n.
wome
r
othe
all
working and
If you answered no to most of
women read bullies beating up on a guy
Surveys of newspaper reading show
twice your size, you'd just walk these questions, take the test
ion
fash
n,
atio
educ
newspapers for information,
by and let them go on over. You must have misunderentertainment, right
having their fun, wouldn't you? stood the questions.
trends, prices, where to buy,
rs, editorial Do you ask yourself at least a
restaurants, current events, social affai
Of
host other good dozen times a month, "Where
opinion, literature, culture, and a
To protect the homeowner —
does all my money go," when
And automobile driver — from
reasons.
where
well
d
darne
know
you
this, because
the odorless, invisible threat of
There is no mystery about
your money goes?
for
en
carbon monoxide, an inexwritt
g
bein
are
more
and
_
newspapers more
Now and then don't you get pensive, button-like indicator
the sneaking feeling that your that signals the presence of the
women and by women.
newspapers to favorite bartender is paying slightest amounts of carbon
More attention is being given by
with families more attention to the woes of monoxide in the breathable air.
s
wive
g
youn

Women and Newspapers

their needs, especially
and appreciate
and young working women who need
e and family,
new ideas, new products, helps for hom
y, home
mone
ways to live enjoyably, ways to save
family
ier
happ
for
ons
decorating ideas and suggesti
living.
meet the
Newspapers are recognizing the need to
in the
face
changing information needs that women
future.

0
r.:1, day
Ago
s„
Years
Ten.
e One died
Miss Ruby M.Perryman of Hardin Rout
an active
was
this morning at Murray Hospital. She
ra.
Auro
at
partner in The Hitching Post
Champion
Glen McCuiston received the Grand
n at the
show
was
that
ass
carc
award on his beef
. He is
Tenn
Beef Carcass contest held at Union City,
son of
and
Club
a member of the New Concord 4-H
n.
isto
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCu
District
Mrs. J. A. Outland, director of -the
training
a
d
ucte
cond
rs,
make
Home
of
Federation
. Atield
Mayf
meeting for district chairmen at
ames
Mesd
were
ty
tending from Calloway Coun
is
Denn
h,
atha
Trev
Ben
ey,
Outland, Ernest Madr
ett.
Burn
Van
and
er,
Palm
Boyd, Evelyn
Class of the
The Kings Daughters Sunday School
er meeting
dinn
a
Scotts Grove Baptist Church held
.
Pond
en
Gold
at Ross' Restaurant at

Bible Thoughtfor Today
they became
Professing themselves to be 'wfte,
fools.—Romans 1:22.
*boar* educated
This is the life-story of many
T
ce.
beyond their intelligen

Mrs. Roy Cla
Hostess At VI
Society Meet

New Words Included In New
Oxford English Dictionary

Mrs. Roy Clark
home for the met
United Methodist W
Coldwater Churc:
Monday, October 2
thirty o'clock in tho
In charge of the p
Mrs. David Lamb.
Locke discussed"
In Creation" from
Mrs. Jimmy Wilson
Praise" from Psah
Cody Adams, "Lo:
from Psalms 103:1.
A Bible quiz wa5
Mrs. Cody Adams
presided during t
session when off
elected and the
report given.

Fuller is credited with "dyrnatractive girls or • women.
xion," meaning to do the most
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
to
Old "Charlie," who used
ent
spond
Corre
with the least. Most other
AP Special
be a British infantryman's
the
LONDON (AP) — After cen- knapsack, then Negro slang for American contributions to
s,
broad
etas
the
uch
in
out
age—s
ng
langu
waiti
of
turies
a white man, now is a Viet
dropand
tuts
of
cop-o
the
,
, bums
ymological cold,
Cong soldier in the vocabulary booze
ific
shouted, most unspeakable of American servicemen. GIs outs—seem of less scient
age
langu
the
in
.
word
etter
origin
four-l
are also responsible for: frag,
has made it into the Oxford to throw a fragmentation greThe editors are proud that for
r;
English Dictionary.
first time words once conoffice
the
nade at one's superior
Not Anglo-Saxon at all, but grunt, infantry soldier, derived sidered too gross and vulgar to
Middle English, say the lexi- from their way of complaining be given countenance in the decographers who have found a as they trudge along the jungle cent environment of a dictionaplace for this infamous verb trails; and, from the Korean ry receive "full historical
fuzz,
alongside a wide
somewhere among
War, gook, foreigner, term of treatment,
in
t
faggo
and
colloquial and
e
frisbe
other
ee,
of
freeb
range
contempt.
s referring to
ssion
expre
e
the first installment of a new
edicoars
the
what
sting
In harve
supplement to the O.E.D. being tors call "the central and en- sexual and excretory funcpublished Thursday by the Ox- during vocabulary" of all ma- tions."
ford University Press.
Most famous four-letter
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National Instituf of Mental Health
Public Acceptance
A greater public acceptance
of the mentally ill has been
shown in a survey made in rural
areas of North Carolina and
Virginia.
The new attitudes include a
willingness to work alongside
ex-mental patients. The survey,
by researchers from the North
Carolina School of Medicine.
was reported recently in a professional journal,• but also deserves public attention.
Findings were in marked contrast to those of a study made in
1957.'Then, only 15 years ago.
being identified as a mentally ill
person led to "denial, isolation.
and rejection."
f In the new study, a random
- sample of a stable, rural population was taken that included
some 1,405 people. Their ages
ranged from 20 through 69;
there was a_proportionate number of whites and non-whites
and about an equal number of
men and women.
Of the persons surveyed. 7;
percent have lived in their communities more than 20 years and
most ,of them were married.

They did not have high levels of
income and education.
The data from the survey produced no evidence that identifying a person as mentally ill resulted in greater rejection or
isolation.
On the contrary, willingness
was expressed to work or live
near persons labelled as mentally ill and to sponsor, them for
community
in
membership
clubs.
Some said that they would be
willing to room with a person
who had been a patient in a
mental hospital. The attitudes
were more negative when questions were asked about very personal relationships, such as falling in love with a mentally ill
ftrOlt1 or havers • one's ail&
marry such a person.
The overall response pattern,
however, indicates that the average rural person ha-s a positive
attitude, one of acceptance rather than rejection. This is encouraging—and it also demolishes the notion that rural people
are backward and out-of-date in
their thinking.
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The Baptist Women of the
Flint Church held its regular
meeting at the. church. on
Wednesday, October 4, at seven
o'clock in the evening with the
president, Mrs. Martha Imes-,
presiding.
"Crossing Barrier's" was the
subject of the program
presented with Mrs. Willodean
Colson as the leader.

Other members attending
were Mesdames Rubel Johnson, Martha Letterman, Bobbie
Garrison, Shirley Borders,
Shirley Miller, Pearl Short, Dot
Bailey, Grace Walston, and
Jessie Barrow. Two new
members present were Mrs.
Judy Farley and Mrs. Marie
Dodd.

Members of the Brandon-Roberts wedding party are shown at the altar of the University Church of Christ. They are, left to right,
Miss Robin Warren, Miss Lisa Warren, Miss Nita Atkins, the bride, the former Vickie Brandon, the groom, Billy Roberts, Wayne
Roberts, Frankie Brandon. and Steven McDougal.
Wilson Woolley photo
•
The weddifig vows of Miss
Vickie. Brandon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brandon,
and Billy Roberts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Roberts,
were solemnized in a lovely late
summer ceremony at the
University Church of Christ.
Hollis Miller performed the
impressive
double
ring
ceremony before an assembly
of relatives and friends. The
music was by recordings.
The color scheme of black and
white was used in the
decorations for the wedding.
Arrangements of white tube
roses and black eucalyptus
were used in the baptistry and
in the center of the altar franked
by the two wrought iron swirl
candelabra each holding thirtyeight burning white tapers. To
further enhance the scene

IT'S

NATURALIZER
WEEK

IF YOU HAVE A NARROW
HEEL— NATURALIZER'S
COMBINATION LAST

/

cathedral tapers and smaller_
candelabra Were on each side.
Of special interest were the
black wrought iron bird cages
filled
tube roses,
with
eucalyptus, and white doves on
each s-Acle of the altar.
The pews. throughout the
church were marked with
arrangements of white tube
roses and black ecalyptus with
white burning tapers.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was lovely
in her Priscilla original wedding gown of white organza
fashioned empire style with a
high neckline. The bodice of the
gown was adorned with pearls
and rhinestones and featured
long full sleeves with ruffled
cuffs also covered in pearls and
rhinestones.
Her Mantilla veil of illusion
edged in lace which extended
into a long train was attached to
a pill -box -headdress. She
carried a princess bouquet of
catelya orchids with black
centers trimmed with black
French velvet leaves% and
pearls.
Miss Nita Atkins, friend of the

Pat Coddington Is
Honored At Shower
At William's' Home

IS FOR YOU
If you've ever had a shoe that slipped
off your heel everytime you.took a step—
.
001 love Naturalizer's combination
last with heel-hugging, toe-free fit
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features built into every
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Saturday, October 14
Turkey shoot at Lynn Grove
School, sponsored by the Lynn
Grove PTA, will start at ten
a.m. Shells and refreshments
will be on sale.

The Dexter Homemakers
Gordon Cemetery by Brooks
Club will meet at the Dexter
Coriununity Center at 9:30 a.m. Chapel United Methodist
with the lesson on "Kitchen Church will have a work day at
8:30 a.m.
Organization."
Turkey shoot at Almo School
The district meeting of the will start at 8:30 a.m. sponsored
Retired Teachers Association by the Almo PTC. Shells and
will meet in Room 208, Faculty refreshments will be on sale
Hall, North 16th and Hamilton,
Auction sale of all kinds o(
Murray State, at ten a.m.
Michael ,Auth of Atlanta, Ga., items will be held at ten a.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
will be speaker.
House, 700 Vine Street, sponsored by the Garden, DepartA rummage and bake sale
will be held in the old ment of the club.
Chapter 9rof
P.E.O.
Cablevision building, 105 North
•5th Street, from eight a.m. to Sisterhood will have its luntwo p.m., sponsored by the cheon and program at 12 noon at ,
Alpha Omicron Phi Alumni the home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.
chapter.
fr,-.1
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Baptist Women Of
Flint Church Has
Program Meeting

01

C

Friday, October 13
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charlie
Humphreys at 1:30 p.m.

. The Murray Junior Rose and
Garden Club met at the Holiday
Inn for a breakfast on Saturday
morning.
Plans were discussed for the
new club year and programs
were outlined. Special projects
for community beautification
were discussed.
Members spoke of individual
projects pertaining-to gardening for the past club year.
Officers elected for the new
club year are Mrs. Charles
Costello, president; Mrs. John
T. Irvan, vice-president; Mrs.
James
Rudy
Allbritten,
secretary-treasurer;
Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest, publicity
chairman.
Other members present for
the meeting were Mesdames
Cleburne Adams, Jack Bryan,
Henry Holton, James Lassiter,
Louis Charles Ryan, Maurice
Humphreys, and Glen Hodges.

Refreshments Of .cookies,
punch, and Cokes were served
by Mrs. Clark to the thirteen
members and five visitors.
The November 6th meeting
will be held at the church.

The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Jo Miller.

•

Breakfast Held By
Murray Junior Rose
And Garden Club

Brandon-Roberts Vows Solemnized At Church

Mrs. Roy Clark opened her
home for the meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
Coldwater Church held on
Monday, October 2, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
In charge of the program was
Mrs. David Lamb. Mrs. Bobby
Locke discussed "God's Glory
In Creation" from Psalms 19:
Mrs. Jimmy Wilson, "Prayer of
Praise" from Psalms 27; Mrs.
Cody Adams, "Love of God"
from Psalms 103:1-5.
A Bible quiz was conducted.
Mrs. Cody Adams, president,
presided during the business
session when officers were
elected and the treasurer's
report given.

Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Modelle
Rickman, Mrs. Lisa Miller,
Mrs. June Hopkins, Mrs. Rena
Hopkins, and Mrs. Janice
Chapman.
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Miss Pat Coddington, bride.
elect of Sgt. Richard Baker, was
honored a miscellaneous
shower on Wednesday evening,
October 4, at the home of Mrs.
John L. Williams.
The bride-elect, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Coddington of Friendsville, Md.,
has been the recent house guest
of the groom-elect's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason
Baker.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Williams
and Mrs. Jack G. Persall who
presented corsages of yellow
chrysanthemums to the honoree
and to the groomzelect's
mother.
Receiving the guests with
Miss Coddington and Mrs.
Baker were the groom-elect's
grandmothers, Mrs. Mary,
Louise Baker and Mrs. Gladys
Hale.
Games were played with the
winners being Mrs. Gladys Hale
and Mrs. Bill Moffett who in
turn gave their prizes to the
honoree.
The beautifully appointed
dining table was covered with a
yellow linen cloth overlaid with
white nylon. The centerpiece
was a green and white candelabrum, the base of which
was decorated with yellow and
orange
marigolds.
Appointments of silver were used.
Refreshments
of
cake
squares, open face sandwiches,
nuts, and punch %fere Served.
Mrs. Mike Baker, sister-in-law
of the groom-elect, presided at
the punch bowl.
Miss
Coddington was
presented a silver tray as a gift
from the tibstesses. Twenty-five
persons were present or sent.
gifts. .

It

bride, was ti?e maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Lisa Warren and Miss Robin'
Warren, cousins of the bride.
The attendants all wore floor
length dresses of black satin
fasioned princess -style and
trimmed with white braid on the
round necklines and long bell
sleeves. They wore white tube
roses in their hair, and carried
white rattan bird cages filled
with tube roses, black
eucalyptus whitelove birds.
Wayne floberts served as best
man for his brother. Groomsmen and ushers were Frankic
Brandon and Steven McDougal.
cousins of the bride, Charlie
Warren and Ray Warren, uncles of the bride, and Robert
Hurt.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Brandon chose to wear a
floor length dress of black crepe
designed empire style adorned
with pearls and rhinestones on
the _round neckline, empire
waistline, and cuffs of the long
sleeves. She carried a French
bouquet of a white catelya
orchid.
- Mrs. Roberts, mother of the
groom, wore a black chiffon
dress fashioned princess style
with long sleeves. A white
catelya orchid in French
bouquet style was carried by
Mrs. Roberts.
Grandparents present for the
cermony were Alvin Brandon
and Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Warren, bride's grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilghman
Barrow, groom's grandparents,
and Mrs. Pearl West, great
grandmother of the bride.
Miss Cindy Brandon, cousin
of the bride, kept the register
placed in the foyer of 1.)e
church. The table was donned
with a large bird cage filled
with white tube roses and black
eucalyptus.
Directing the wedding was
Mary Alice Cook of Humboldt,
Tenn:
. Dinner-Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents were hosts for
the dinner-reception held at the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn.
The tables were overlaid with
white peau de soie cloths with
black velvet tubing, strings of

pearls and black orchids placed
corners-, Centering the
buffet
table
was
an
arrangement of white roses.
The three-tiered whitewedding cake was decorated with
Italian leaves with inlaid pearls
on all three tiers. Tube roses
and white roses were also used
to decorate the cake. White
punch, finger sandwiches, and
cake were served along with the
buffet dinner.
Assisting in the serving were
Miss Johnna Brandon, Miss
Cindy Brandon, Miss Teresa
Carraway
Miss Jim Scott, and Mrs. Ora
Lee Farqs._
The guest's -Were greeted by
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Warren and
Mr. and Mrs. Tilghman Barrow
at the reception prior to the
arrival of the wedding party.
Music for the reception was
furnished by The Traditions.
The couple left later for an
unannounced wedding trip with
the bride -wearing a long black
and white dress with a gold
pendant-21
Mr.and Mrs. Roberts are now.
residing in Murray. The bride is
a student at Murray High
School and the groom,--a 1972
graduate of Calloway County
High School, is employed at
Roberts Oil Company.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs, Thomas E. Roberts, entertained the wedding party
with a-rehearsal dinner at the
Holiday Inn.
Covers, were laid for about
twenty-three persons.
CORRECTION
The wedding of Miss Vicki
Lynn McIntyre, daughter of Mr.
and. Mrs. Edwin McIntyre of
Calvert City, and Richard S.
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Tipton Miller of Murray, will be
solemnized on Saturday,
November 18, at seven o'clock
in the, evening at the First
Presbyterian Church, Calvert
City, with all friends and
relatives invited to the wedding
and the reception. The date of
the wedding was omitted in the
engagement announcement in
the Ledger & Times on
Tuesday.

tio APPRECIATION
SALE
t.

Fall and Winter

SPORTSWEAR
and
DRESSES

ROWLAND'BOY
Michael Eugene is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Rowland of 214 Woodlawn,
Murray, for their baby boy,
Weighing seven pounds l4Lz
ounces, born on Monday, October 9, at 6:04 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Dawn, age four. The father
operates the Jimmy Rowland
Clean Up Shop_
Grandparents are. Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Rowland of Royal
Oak, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
John Woodworth of Bloomfield
Hills, Mich. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland
of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Arlos
Byars of Hazel, and William.
Lynch of Ferndale, Mich.
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A NALL0WEEN Taw!
for the

ENTIRE FAMILY!!
Men's

3.99-4.99
and 5.99

SPORT HATS
-Men's 7

Misses & Half Size kept.

Wear

Good Selection Men's

to

SOCKS

12.99

REG. 1.00
,
13y Hanes SALE 79 cent,
4.99-5.99

Men's Light Weight

and 6.99

JACKETS

MAS

TOPS-

fv4n's UNDERWEAR By Hanes
BRIEF, SHORTS, T. SHIRTS
AND VEST
Men's

GOWNS
Long and Reg,

DRESSES
SLACKS

---4.99

DREAS HATS

Men's Colored
T. SHIRTS
With Pockets
All Men's Knit
DRESS PANTS

GOWN SETS

BLOUSES
--tIAN't SUIT

- LINGERIE
PAJAMA SETS
•
____
JEWELRY

SKIRTSCAPES
KNIT COATS

PURSES

ROBES
Long and Reg.

GLOVES
HOSE

Junior Fashions
DRESSES By Teena Paigt
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SHIRT AND VEST SET

New Shipment Men's WORK
AND CASUAL JACKETS
New Shipment Men's
DRESS HATS

4,99.
to 12.99

Boys JEANS
2.99-3.99 and 4.50
Slims and Reg. Solid and
Stripes

_HOT PANT SETS
JUMP.SUITS
SUITS
'
-BODY
JEANS.
TOP AND BLOUSES
.SWEATER TOPS
SHORT VESTS FOR
LAYERED 1.00K
BELTS
For Jeans
CAPES

CHILDREN'S SPORTSWEAR
Girls
SLACKS

TOPS

JEANS

JUMPERS
I'1NT SETS
SKIRT SETS
Sizes 9 mos. thru 14 yrs.
Good Selection Children's
. SHOES
AT POPULAR PRICES
.

New Shipment

Boys Dress
KNIT PANTS
REG. 1201 SALE 9.99
Boys Long Sleeve KNIT SHIRTS
Sizes 8 thru 16
1.99
Boys UNDERWEAR-BRIEFS
-AND T. SHIRTS
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BOYS
JEANS

BOOTS

T. SHIRTS.

- SUITS
SETS

Both Girls and Boys
DRESS. PANTS
New Shipment

THE

SAT. & SUN.

CHiLDREN'S
MATiNEES

Ladies

DRESS BOOTS

9.99
to 14.99

Sizes 9 mos. thru 7 yes

SETTLE-WORKMAN
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
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NA Environmental CATV Plant To
Be Completed
Average
To
Program
By July, 1973
$1,000,000 Per Week

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Plans
for a $4.5 million electronics
plant in Monticello have been
The cost of Tennessee Valley precipitators !Or improved air announced by state Commerce
coal-burning
pollution
control
at
Authority environmental
Commissioner Damon Harrison
protection programs is ex- power pleas through more and
Beldon
Corporation
removal
of
fly
ash.
efficient
pected to average more than a
President
Robert
W.
and
demon—Research
million dollars a week during
Hawkinson.
processes
stration
projects
on
the
current.,
fiscal
year,
the
Construction is to begin this
agency said today. Next year it for controlling sulfure dioxide month and completion is
emissions
from
coal-burning
is likely to be nearly double that
plants, including a construction scheduled in July, 1973. The
level.
start
this year on a $36•million 132,000 square foot plant will
TVA reported that costs of
full-scale
limestone
wet manufacture electronic wire
pollution control programs
and cable,.with emphasis on
scrubber
installation
at
Widows
fiscal
million
for
the
totaled $36
coaxial cable for the rapidly
Creek
Steam
Plant
Unit
8.
year that ended June 30. The
—Evaluating bids from coal growing community antenna
estimate for the current fiscal
producerS
for low-sulfur coal as television CATV market.
year is about $60 million, and
This is an addition to
an
alternative
or supplement to
next year's total is expected to
capacity,- said Hawkinson.
be well over $100 million as sulfure dioxide control inWe are not moving production
more projects are begun to stallations. Use of low-sulfur equipment from other plants.
coal
alone
to
meet
new
Tenmeet new state air and water
nessee and Alabama air quality The new installation will be
quality standards.
standards
would require coal partially supplied with raw and
Most of this cost involves TVA
that
is
available
only from semi-processed materials from
power funds and must be pair
our Richmond, Ind. plant. We
directly or ultimately out ol western states. The high estimate about 300 people will
transportation
expense
would
customers' electric bills, the
be employed when the plant
agency pointed out. Much of the increase present TVA coal costs
becomes fully operational."
expense is in capital investment by an estimated $300 million
The Beldon plant will be
for pollution control facilities, annually, making them more
located along Kentucky Highthan
double
the
present
level.
which does not show up im—Cooling tower systems for way 92 on a40-acce site north of
mediately in current power
Browns
Ferry and Watts Bar Monticello, Design and consystem costs but must
struction will be handled by
ultimately be covered by nuclear power plants, expected
Armco Steel Corp. of Midrevenues from power con- to involve a total cost of about
dletown,
0. The one-story plant
million.
865
sumers.
feature
will
electric heating and
—Strip mine recramation.
The eventual effect of enhave no pollutants.
Costs
under
TVA's
newest
vironmental protection expense
_
"The location of a plant this.
on TVA power costs will depend 'reclamation reqUitements will size in the Monticello
area will
on what measures prove to be reach a level on the order of $10
mean a great deal to the state,"
milliona
year.
TVA
estimates
necessary to meet air and water
said Harrison. "We are parquality standrads, and ad- these costs could rise to perhaps
ticularity gratified to see this
ditional restrictions that may be $30 million annually with _furcompany in the electronics field
ther
reclamation
refinements
imposed in other areas, the
choose a location on the fringe
agency said. Actions already that have been proposed, and
of the Eastern Kentucky region. under way or planned by TVA that a complete ban on strip'
-This is another addition to
mining
least
would
.add
at
COO
will require about 875 million a
the
growth of industry in the
year in power revenues. million a year to present coal Appalachian region of Ken}lawyer, -more extensive costs.
The estimate of $60 million in tucky," he said.
measures by TVA may be
Beldon
Corporation, a
required under a variety of new environmental program costs
Chicago-based firm,
state and Federal regulations for the current fiscal year inmanufactures wiring, cable and
now being considered, and if all cludes construction of air
cords
for electrical, electronic,
these requirements are adopted pollution control facilities and transportation and
consumer
TVA estimates that the cooling towers, along with
markets. It has plants in
various
research,
demonmaximum cost to the region's
Illinois, Indiana,
North
power consumers would be stration, and monitoring acCarolina,
Mississippi,
between-$440 million and $830 tivities in air and water Louisiana, Arkansas
and Onpollution control, solid waste
million a year.
tario.
disposal, and other areas of
This would mean an average
envirorunental concern. It does
post per family ranging,from not include the costs of strip
Ilbout 133 a year for the actions mining
controls or low-sulfur
already planned to as much as
coal purchases.
$360a.year under the maximum - Most
of_ the research_ and
cost estimate. TVA said. Part Of
demonstration work involves
this cost would come . directly
environmental improvement
itu-ough home electric bills, and
over the region as a whole, not
part through the higher costs of
just in TVA operations, and is
goods and serviees and higher not financed from
power system
taxes resulting from higher funds. Some of the research
FRANKFORT: Ky.-There
electric rates to business and work is carried out for the
isn't much chance the new
government.
Environmental
Protection Director of Enforcement for the
Current TVA environmintal Agency as part of national Kentucky Air Pollution Control
research and development Commission (KAPCC) will
programs include:
—Continuing work on the efforst, in fields where ex- misunderstand commission
agency's $120 million program perienced specialists are regulations. He helped form
of installing electrostatic available on the TVA staff.
those regulations when he
served on the task force to
develop an Implementation
Plan forair pollution control in
Kentucky.
Of his experience on that task
force, Roger Blair said,"Due to
the somplexity and diversity of
• LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Gov. stimulant we need," he industries around the state, this
ilendell Ford has challenged urged."We have a God-given experience should prove in;state community leaders to bonus to offer and there are valuable in inforcing the letter
;promote
Kentucky's countless others looking for :and intent of the regulations."
livability" in attracting new such a prize."
'
Blair, a member of the en:industry to the commonwealth.
The governor then announced' forcement staff for over two
• In an address to the Louisville nine Bureau of Outdoor years, took over the director's
-rand Jefferson County Chambers Recreation grants for the job formerly held by David
of Commerce, Governor Ford Louisville area, which he said Gravely.
-.said "the good life we have to would coincide perfectly with
Blair co-authored two papers
Ioffer" is a golden opportunity of the
ailit
theme by presented recently at a meeting
advantage ..over other states providing additional of the Air Pollutitin Control
competing for the economic recreational opportunities for Association. He was recently
stimulant of new industry.
local residents.
chosen to appear in this year's
The address was at one of the
He said manufacturing will edition of "Outstanding Young
opening stops on the annual "continue to be a ke.y element in Men of America."
three-day Governor's Chamber Louisville;s.futute growth" and
Gravely moved to a new
of Commetce Tour of Kentucky urged:continued efforts
lure position as consulting engineer
cities. The annual event is new industries to the area:
for all KAPCC programs.
organized by the Kentucky
Speaking of his new duties,
The_g_evernor called for more
Chamber of Commerce.
avraffible industrial sites, Blair said, "We will routinely
Governor Ford defined development of improved port inspect all air pollution sources
livability in several . different facilities, and increased to ensure their compliance with
ways.
all air pollution regulation. In
educational opportunities.
"To a prospective executive,
He praised the Louisville those cases where they are not
who must decide on relocation Development Committee for its in compliance, it is up to .us to
for himself, or his employes, it program to boost growth in the coordinate ttet-tegal and admeans.. hot having to commute area as a "fine example of ministrative proceedings to
one or two hours through brutal initiative on the part of private bring them into compliance,traffic each morning and business to improve the local - Befare --joining the comevening. ,
economy and social structure." mission, Blair worked for the
Kentucky Department of High"It is an atmosphere of peace,
ways. As a member of the Navy
quiet zrd security," • the
Reserve, he served in Virginia
governor said.
Beach and Vietnam and was
- "Livability is much more, but
awarded Ti Bronze Star. He
in capsule form, it is the good
received his degree in Civil
life we have- to offer others—our
from the
Engineering
. variety of seasons, our great
University of Kentucky in 1965.
Four antiqtie clocks and 10
parks, our community hands of
friendship
to medallions were stolen recentextended
A catalog is loaded with
ly from a maritime collection
newcomers." .
everything imaginable for the
The governor noted that, in kept at Trinity House, Tower
do-it-yourselfer, say s the
!I-the past, Kentucky has not Hill, London. It is believed the
publisher. Has the latest in
hid
in
the
thief
building
over
,taken futil advantage of
part.. touts. -supplies and
electrical erpi pfleeht, motors,
..4Iivabi1ity in "pitches to night.
_
-IV-Inquiring industries."
Among the clocks stolen it a - generators, applianeeiC. alr
conditioning, heating. N'early
"Let's jump on this now, in a chronometer which belonged to
500 pages, $1.95.
v,golden opportunity of ad- Shackleton, the explorer, which
(1)o-it-yourself Supply_ Co-..
jOvantage
over other states he used aboard his ship Endur-'. P.O. Box 11%, El Monte,
•
competing for the economic tlftee.
.
_

FANTASTIC SPECIALS ALL DAY OCT. 13

JR BOY'S JEANS
BRUSHED CORDUROY
SIZES 4-7
REG3"
31 3

MEN'S
FLARE LEG
JEANS
REG 3"
is

213

LADIES
PANT SUITS

LADIES
SLACKS

100% NYLON
8-18
REG 8"

BONDED ACRYLIC
REG 3"

1
213

METAL CABINETS
ASSTD UNITS
BASE & WALL CABINET
WHITE RAKED ENAMEL
REG 19"

LADIES
PANTY
HOSE
REG 38'

ELECTRIC
ERCULATOR
CUP-A-MINIT
MAKES 3 TO 9 CUPS
REG 8"

25J3
LIMIT I

BRA
& BIKINI
SET
ONE SUE HIS MI
REG 1"

Air Pollution

Director.Knows
Air Rules Well

FULL SIZE

BLANKETS
ASSORTED COLORS

1.13
LIMIT 3

THRIFT
MOTOR OIL

THROW EVEREADY
PILLOW BATTERY

QUART
REG 201

REG 1"

13

REG 30'

13

LIMIT1

METAL
SHELVING
UNIT
IDEAL STORAGE
8"
413

413

CANDY
BARS
ASSTD
REG 10

ALCOHOL

YAHTZEE GAME

16 07 BOTTLE
REG 21

REG 1"

13

.

STYRO CUPS
SO TO PKG
REG 52'

LIMIT 3

OPEN
-
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ROSES
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT. * 1-6 SUNDAY
— CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER —

* Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., October 12, 13, 14, 15 *

LADIES NYLON
PANT COAT

LADIES
100% POLYESTER

100% POLYESTER
PANT TOPS

LADIES CORDUROY
JEANS

DRESSES

Wide Wale

Beautiful long sleeve

In a variety of fayhion

screen print tops.

prints or solids.

colors and styles.

Large selection.

Long weaging knit.

100% Nylon shell and lining.

Short sleeve,

100% Polyester filler.
4 colors or black.
Sizes 8-18.
Washable. Sizes S-M-L

Regular and half sizes.

Sizes S-M-L.

egular '9.92

Reg. 55.99

Regular '12.00

$L88

-

MEN'S SOCKS

GIRL'S NYLON

-LADIES
"BE FREE"

GIRL DRSSES

PANTIES

Fall clors in dresses styled for

Easy care for Mom, great style and

good looks and wearability.

comfort for the young lady. Striped

PANT SETS

Ideal for School!

top, solid slacks. Three colors to

Reg. '2.92

select from. Sizes 7-14.

Regular '6.97

BOY'S SHIRTS
MEN'S SHIRTS
Soft colors to blend with
the latest colors in slacks:—
Permanent press, long sleeve..

MEN'S JEANS

SLACKS

for easy care. Blue,

Sizes S- M-L-XL

Regular 53.97

JR. BOY'S

Polyester and cotton blend

Permanent press, elastic in

top-stitched in red.

Reg. '3.97

DY
FRY

waist Sizes 5-7
A REALLY GREAT BUY!

Reg. 1.27

Reg. '4.94

Shop Roses & Save!

BEDSPREAD

INDOOR-OUTDOOR RUG

• 100% Cotton

LE

• Full & Twin

GIRLS
CH

2'x 111
/
81
2" - Room Size
/

PLASTIC SIT-ON

CLOTHES HAMPER

• Asstd. Colors

39"

BED PILLOW

Ideal for
•Bathroom
•Bedroom
•Nursery
Ventilated front
& back.

Reg. '2.44
Reg.

-.G
•Olefin Pile

'
Reg.
244

BANKAMEMCARD 52.94

BATH TOWELS
•Large Assortment

6 4"
.Thirsty Terry

WHITE RAIN
HAIR SPRAY
13-oz. Can

TAMPAX

SHAG CARPET
MAT

Box of 40

Reg: tk Super Hold

Regular or Super

Reg.
S 1.54

99'

Limit I

$1

21-x36- Size

s2.97
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Nearly 15,000 Cited For No Inspection Stickers
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State officials report that more
than 17,000 vehicles were cited
in Kentucky in 1971 for not having valid inspection stickers
and nearly 15,000 were ticketed
the first half of 1972.
Upon learnieg some of such
actions, the Interim Legislative
Committee on Highways and
Traffic Safety decided Tuesday
there was no state problem
with enforcement of Kentucky's
auto inspection law.
A motion to that effect was
approved without dissent after
Capt. William Mullins of the
Public Safety Department told
the Committee he felt the law
was being enforced more
stringently in the last six
months.
Mullins said more than 17,000
citations were issued last year
for vehicles not having valid in-

spection stickers and that "a
number" of licenses to perform
the inspections were revoked
during the last six months.
The department's information
officer, Leonard Kimball, said
later that 14,820 citations were
issued during the first six
months of this year for failing
to have valid inspection stickers.
Another committee was
asked
by
Rep.
Terry
McBrayer, D-Greenup, last
week to consider action to require the inspection law to be
enforced or else to repeal it, indicating he felt it was not being
enforced. The matter was referred to the traffic safety committee, which has jurisdiction
over it.
Although some committee
members said Tuesday they
knew of some cases of inadequate auto inspections being
given locally, most said they
thought the law was being en-

Your Individual Horoscope

forced properly.
In expanding upon the enforcement program later, Kimball said one reason for the
greater number of violations
cited this year was the increase
in roadblocks by state troopers
as part of a traffic safety program.
Mullins told the committee
that the number of highway accidents in Kentucky attributable to mechanical failure fell
from an average of 58 a month
last year to 42 a month during
the first half of 1972.
The committee also adopted
without a dissent a motion asking the legislative research
commission to request state
agency heads to submit administration bills before or during
the first 30 days of the 1974 legislative session.
The suggestion for the motion
was made by Rep. James
Bruce, D-Hopkinsville, who was
elected chairman of the interim
committee. Sen. Tom Mobley,
D-Louisville, was elected vice
chairman.
Bruce indicated he felt some

By JUDY SUND
Copley News Service

agencies submitted their bills
during the final two weeks of a
session so they can be sneaked
through during the hectic closing hours, without a thorough
review.
On other matters, the committee agreed to:
—Check on the progress of a
new highway department policy
of issuing special permits for
overweight trucks, at $15 each,
and having owners post bonds
to guarantee they would repair
any roads the trucks damaged.
—Study the desirability of
enacting a law to have Kentucky join theeinterstate drivers
license compact, a measure
which died in the 1972 session.
Mullins said such a law would
be good because it would prevent someone from carrying a
driver's license from two or
more states.
—Study proposed changes in
the uniform vehicle code, which
include recommendations to require insurance for motor vehicles and to have license
plates on both front and rear.

JOCKEYING FOR POSITION— Lightning (8901), Samarkand (8950), Dorothy 0 (7477), and Tribute (right) ma
neuver in race off San Francisco, Calif. But none of these sloops won. The victor in City of San Francisco Perpetual
Series was Dave Allen's Improbable,

Frances Drake

=•=
Ill
III

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 13, 1972
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
—e/P
your birthday comes and find I Oct. 24 to Nov 22) nt.
Continuing good Mars inwhat your outlook is, according
to the stars.
fluences stimulate your talents
ARIES
and skills, so make the best of a
tMar. 21 to Apr. 20i
really good day. Don't let
A pleasant day indicated, but outside interferences distract
your returns may not be quite you.
as great as you anticipate.
Remain composed and ready to SAGITTARIL'S
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
shift to a lower gear in exGains from past efforts inpectations — for the present, at
Also, recognition for a
dicated.
least.
long-forgotten favor bestowed.
TAURUS
Business and organizational
t Apr. 21 to May 21) d€
,
The cool-headed approach in matters highly favored.
all matters will bring better
returns than the emotional one.
Your fine skills and talents are
due for recognition soon.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211 neirt.
This day may be described at
a duel between promise and
performance. The effort expended and the direction taken
will be the deciding factors.
Think before acting!
CANCER
( June 72 to July 2t
A broad new concept of your
job is in the making, which you
should strive to understand.
Contact withlersons who have
bright, workable ideas will
boost your morale.
LEO
• July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may run into some opposition now. But you need not
let it disturb your equilibrium
or your sense of humor. You
usually enjoy outwitting opposini- forces.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23( WP
Shy away from propositions
of nebulous or dubious quality
An "impatient" group may be
anxious to move ahead, but
HOW and WHEN must be
YOUR primary consideration.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Make time count now.
Whether handling large or
small matters, don't be sidetracked by nonessentials_ This
is the time to advance a new
idea which could benefit many

Benefit Plan
Provides Aid
To Some Widows

III

III

III

Ill
III
Ill
III

Ill
III
_

WILLIAMS

LECTR1C SHAVE

AQUARIUS
=4/4
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mild influences. It will be
largely up to you whether the
day turns out satisfactorily or
othervrise. Use discretion in all
matters. Don't rely on guess.
work. Be SURE

3 Ounce
Size

PISCES
Xt\
• i
)Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Complexities may arise, anti
you will increase them if
careless. Be alert, therefore,
and take all steps necessary to
iron out pending problems as
efficiently as possible.

Arrest study reveals
many second offenders

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304

Regular 89' Value

WELLA
Balsam Shampoo
Wella Balsam
Instant
Hair Conditioner

DENTURE CLEANER

There's something about an
Aqua Velva man!

Small Size, Ideal for Travel!

III
III
III

Ill
III

ill
im
III
III
III
III
III

III
III
III
ill

Regular 57' Value
III

LISTERINE

LARGE SIZE

LOZENGES
Alfr
UTERINE.
-; 18's 47'

8-ounce

Say-Rite's
Low, Low Price

With 30' Cash Refund Offer!

Regular '1.98 Value

Ansieops
1/XISPHDell

iStOztscas
Nal ISNINNN NNW Of NINar

UI
It I

Light Powder
Regular 5 1.03 Value

ECONOMY SIZE

1.29 Value

With 50' Cash Refund Offer!

534;
Polident Tablets

EXTRA-DRY

UNSCENTED

III

pry..ant 4..

III

Regular

III
HI

1.29 Value

Supresses That Cough!
18 Lozenges

95`

E

!"
III
III

Value

SAVE

III
Ill
Ill

Mittel

ltN

III

RS

ANAHIST NASAL SPRAY
Clears Nasal Passages 15 cc's
Sav-Rite's

ill
III
UI
III
ill

With FREE Denture Bath!
Large

COUGH CONTROL LOZENGES

NOW

III

III

Hi
Regular '1.25 Value

Feel better in spite of
s 1.19 giffr
colds miseries.
20's value /

'1.09
Value

ARRID

ARRII)
ENTN, mt)•

6
Ounce
Size

TABLETS
89' Value
12's

!I!
III

Iii
III

ANAHIST
COLDS SINUS CONGISTIOAI NAY MEN

III

ill

M.1.4

ANAH IST

.1 III
III

is!

Reg. 79' Value

ION

Ill

Low, Low Prices

7-Oz.

'1.19
Value

Q's an
adopti

III
Ill
III

Ill
III

PI)k.IDEST-POWP

AQUA VELVA

WILLIAMS

Thousands of fish
killed by cyanide

Thousands of fish died reSenator Marlow Look has
noted that the recently enacted cently in a mile-long stretch of
Survivors Benefit Plan provides the river Dulas at Machynlleth
assistance in certain cases for in Mid-Wales. Police found a
present widows of deceased tin, believed to hold cymag,
military retirees, based upon which contains cyanide, in the
river.
income of the survivor.
An expert said that the fish
Senator Cook said he was
probably died from lack of oxyconcerned, that since the armed
gen brought about by the chemservices do not keep records of ical rather
than from poisonthese widows, some might not ing.
learn of their eligibility.
Under this new law, widows of
military men who were retired
on disability, or after serving 20
years or more, who are now
receiving a VA non-serviceconnected death pension: may
A study of 68,914 Federal ofbe able to qualify for an ad- fenders arrested during 1971
ditional payment.
reveals 68 per cent had previThe Senator instructed these ously been arrested on a crimiwidows to direct inquiries to the nal charge.
These offenders had 79,242
Finance Center where their
deceased husband's retirement convictions and 28,488 imprisonments of six months or more
pay was handled.
He also said present retiree* during their criminal career
will have the opportunity to buy which averaged six years and
-Rife the ran;andeveey-attempt two months.
will be made by the respective
to you have drawerm that
services to notify I./1m.
•
Future . retirees will be have gotten out of control the
automatically included unless clutter way? (lean them out.
one a day, on rainy days.
they elect not to, participate.

VENICE — It was ml
as the vaporetto crui
ward the 'Ado.
An American tour
near the rear of the
watched open-mouthed
Venetian family fin
lunch by draining the
bottles and tossing the
the canal. Sandwich wr
and orange peels folio
It's a common si
Venice.
Housewives at their
ways cast dinner leftov
to the driek.
The Lido, said to be
the world's most
beaches, is dotted with
and abandoned fur
Scraps of paper twirl
warm sea breeze.
If the word "litterb
yet reached Venice, it
thinly not condenuiat
Litter-conscious
cans, conditioned by c
television admoniti
only watch appalled
tives here casually
bish on the streets an
of this grand old city
Though littering is
the most readily n
pollution problem in
is certainly the least
The city's real prob
multiplying daily in t

ill

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 'se 011
Generous influences continue.
This should be a good day for
superior work performance and
other gainful endeavors. Avoid
tensions and distractions,
however.

YOU BORN TODAY are kind,
generous and endowed with a
keen sense of justice. Extremely wholehearted in your
endeavors, there is almost
nothing you cannot do once you
put your mind to it. You have
original ideas; can also improve on those of others when
necessary. And your versatility
is such that your career choices
are almost unlimited. You
would do very well in the
business world — especially in
manufacturing, real estate,
banking or merchandising.
Along creative lines, you would
make an outstanding writer,
musician, architect or sculptor.
You love art; are, in fact a
connoisseur, but could be more
successful as a dealer than a
painter. Birthdate of: Come!
Wilde, film star.

Litterbugs
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Litterbugs ruining Venice
By JUDY SUND
Copley Noss Service
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VENICE — It was midday
as the vaporetto cruised toward the Lido.
An American tour group
near the rear of the boat
watched open-mouthed as a .
Venetian family finished
lunch by draining their pop
bottles and tossing them into
the canal. Sandwich wrappers
and orange peels followed.
It's a common sight in
Venice.
Housewives at their doorways cast dinner leftovers into the drink.
The Lido, said to be one of
the world's most beautiful
beaches, is dotted with crates
and abandoned furniture.
Scraps of paper twirl in the
warm sea breeze.
If the word "litterbug" has
yet reached Venice, it is certainly not condemnatory.
Litter-conscious Americans, conditioned by countless
television admonitions, can
only watch appalled as natives here casually toss rubbish on the streets and canals
of this grand old city.
Though littering is perhaps
the most readily noticeable
pollution problem in Venice, it
is certainly the least serious.
The city's real problems are
multiplying daily in the main-

land petroleum-producing
complexes of Marghera and
Mestre, where industrial
gases that crumble masterworks of statuary and discolor
the lovely Venetian marble
pour uncontrolled.
In addition, these two communities pump huge quantities of water from thousands
of artesian wells, eroding the
subsoil and causing the central section of "old Venice" —
a series of islands supported
by sunken oak pilings — to
sink at a rate of one foot per
century.
This, coupled with the fact
that ocean levels worldwide
are on the rise due to the
gradual melting of the polar
ice cap, means Venice is going fast.

the day's sewage stagnates.
And the Venetians? They
seem, for the most part,
either ignorant of or unconcerned about the mounting
pollution problems. A 250 billion lira 1$4 million) grant,
borrowed by the Italian government with the help of the
United Nations Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Organization UNESCO to find solutions to Venetian woes, remains paralyzed by'adrninistrative quarrels between industrial and cultural interests.
Saving Venice — home of
Renaissance masters Tintoretto, Veronese and Titian,

Tourists are advised to see
it while they can. Already the
plazas and the ground floors
of Venetian residences are
frequently flooded.
The pumping by Mestre and
Marghera has also altered
Venetian tides, which at one
time served to wash the
canals of rubbish and carry
sewage out to sea. Nowadays,
watermelon rinds and tin cans
bob at the water's edge. The
Grand Canal,for centuries an
internationally cherished setting for romance, often gives
off a stench at evening time as

and more recently of Peggy
Guggenheim and her wonderful collection of modern art —
has become more an international undertaking than a
civic endeavor. American,
French and German funds
flow in to restore rotting canvases and deteriorating
sculptures.

Don't Wait
Too Late!!

Now is the time to go to the
post office and inquire of
mailing
regulations for
Christmas packages overseas.
And., shortly thereafter, do the
mailing. The earlier packages
are mailed, the greater the
chance they'll get to the
destination by Christmas-especially if they go by slow
boat.

PUTletatiS
TO WORK FOR YOU

SCHOENHUT
At

Use Our Lay-Away! -No Extra Charge!
* 15 Keys
ELDON POWER 8

* 10 Chords

COMPETITION RACE SET
Includes 2 cars, 9 feet of track, remote control.

PIANOS 1 288
use your bank credit card

Q's and A's for
adoptive parents

CONSTRUCTION SET

By Abigail Van Buren

oner

17

DEAR ABBY. So much has been printed about alcoholism, but nothing is said about the problems of nondrinkers.
For instance, when we go into a restaurant that serves
liquor, the moment we sit down the waitress whips over to
our table and asks, "What would you like to drink?"
When we say, "Nothing," she disappears and leaves us
sitting there for what seems an eternity before she comes
back to take our food order.
This -happens to us all the time. My husband is no
tightwad or sourpuss, quite the contrary, he is friendly,
courteous and generous, but when this happens, he never
leaves a tip!
So, the nondrinkers get a reputation for not tipping.
Lately we have been complaining to the management, and
we always get the feeble excuse, "She must have been
busy." If so, how come she had the time to ask us if we
wanted a drink, which would have been served immediately
had we ordered one?
We try to avoid places that serve liquor for this reason.
Any comment from you, waitresses, or the
•
NONDRINKER
management?

te s
Price
Wye

der
RY

DEAR NON: It's my guess that management Instructs
the waitresses to take the drink orders immediately to keep
the customer* happy (and "relaxed")—especially when
they are busy. But (Isere is no excuse for being ignored
because no drinks were ordered. Next time, when the waitress asks for a drink order, say. "No drinks, thank you, but
we would like to see a menu and place our food orders
now. please." If that doesn't work, walk out, and tell the
manager why.

Low,
Ce

Value

CORN
USKERS
LOTION

DEAR ABBY: A prospective adoptive mother asked
you for help in replying to "dear, kindly, well-meaning"
friends and relatives who ask personal questions about the
adoption.
May I help? I have been thru it four times and have
heard all comments arid questions. Here are some tried and
true responses:
Q. "Oh, isn"‘ it a shame you can't have 'children of
your own'?".
A. "Not really; there's a lot of insanity in both our
families,"
Q. siDo you know all about the parents?"
A. "Everything. One was male. The other was female."
Q. "Did the adoption "agency try to match your features, coloring and personalities?"
A. "Good grief. I hope not!"
Q. "Aren't you worried about hereditary factors?"
A. "Heavens, no. Regardless of how bad their ancestors
were, they've GOT to be better than ours!"
BEEN THERE
Best wishes!

_

DEAR ABBY: Where does privacy between the sexes
begin and-or end? At our school, where I am a male teacher, there are two or three female teachers who like to hang
around and visit in the men's lounge.
The other day, while I was sitting in the men's lounge
eating my lunch, one of these female teachers came in to
eat her lunch and visit with the men teachers. I said I
didn't think it was such a good idea for her to come into
our lounge for an extended visit, whereupon she became
angry and left in a huff. Now, these women teachers ignore
me when they see me on the campus or else resort to
catcalls when I pass the men's lounge and they are sitting
In there visiting.
Before I became a teacher, I worked in a private office,
and I never once saw a woman go into a men's lounge, and
never saw a man go into a women's lounge.
MALE TEACHER IN PHOENIX
DEAR TEACHEIt?! I'm with you. But wait, you ain't
seen nuthin' yet!
Problems? Trust Abby. Foe a personal reply, write is
a
ABBY. BOX UM, L. A.. CALIF. nese and enclose
envelope.
stamped, addressed
For Abby's booklet, "Haw Se Have a Lovely Wedding,"
mead 111 to Abby, Hoz 11711. Lilt Angeles. Cal. MIMI

Contains three replicas
of life-size construction
equipment. Cement mixer
Dump truck and Loader

SKITTLE BOWL
Basic as bowling, with lasting appeal for all ages. The
game includes high impact
plastic base, wood pins, bait
and pole, scoring pad.

1

Compare
at 14.99

Ventriloquist Doll, dressed in famous
cowboy outfit. Works by manipulating
string to open mouth. Vinyl head and
hands, painted eyes, molded hair, cloth
stuffed body. 30" Tall.

• 16 CHEMISTRY
LAB
Chemicals, precision

MICROSCOPE
SET
amoeba, blood

THIRSTEE
WALKER
DOLL

See an
fibers.
textile
cells,
Die cast metal microscope magnifies 50, 75,
300 or 450 times. Illustrated manual.

bears balance, metal test
tube rack, PYREX test
tubes, alcohol lamp with
base, many test materials
and assorted materials.
Complete instructions.

888

Compare at
9.99

Compare a;
9 99

88
Compare at 12.99

Klos

Milker Ay,
Nets millEoff WKrtitt
an* Ms•

_
26" Tall. Drinks from life-size
bottle. She wets! She walks!
Hair is rooted in a "Pixie Bob"
style hairdo. Sleeping eyes with
long curled lashes. Dressed in
2-piece flannel pajamas.

RADIO STEEL WAGON

88
Compare

Ages 4 to 7 years. Fire
*Nine red body. New
sale'Eriy-turn" steering
assembly.
Heavy
gauge steel construction.

ORGAN

at 9.95

37 Treble Keys - - 12
Chord Button, - Smoked
See-Thru Dust Cover On/Off Switch - Walnut
Wood Grain End Panels
with ,Aluminum Accents

Compere at
45.99

BARBIE
BEAUTY
CENTER

88

TRAP DRUM SET

Compare at 12.99

16

An almost life sized Barbie
grooming head with extendable ponytail feature and
rooted hair. Hair can be combed, brushed and set on rollers
in a variety of styles. Accessories included.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Compare at 19.95

BARBIE SURPRISE HOUSE

A pro-like drum set with
many unusual features.
includes 14- cymbals, polished metal spring clips,
wood block, Bass drum,
snare drum, Tom-Tom and
15" drumsticks.

Spacious home for f3arbie and
her friends opens to reveal a
livingroom with a fenced patio,
kitchen, bedroom, -balcony and
furniture. (Dolls not included.)
Compare at 14.99

AiirShopping-Center
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753.8m

*Acres of Free Parking!,

BANKAMERICA°

Pirates Didn't Know What Hit
Them, Reds Are NI_ Champions
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnate Reds used everything but hex signs in winning
the National League pennant
Wednesday-movies, a bad-hop
double, a nod from Johnny
Bench's mother, and a wild
pitch that allowed the winning
run to score.
Manager Sparky Anderson's
Western Division champions
earned the right to represent
the National League in the
World Series starting Saturday
against the winner of the Detroit-Oakland American League
playoff.
The Reds won 4-3 over Eastern Division champion Pittsburgh by scoring two runs in
the last of the ninth, one on a
towering home run by Bench'
and the other on a wild pitch
by Pirates' pitcher Bob Moose.
Pinchrunner George Foster

4,

sped home with the run that
turned Cincinnati's Riverfront
Stadium into bedlam.
The Reds' victory actually
started during an hour and 28minute rain delay before the
game got underway. The broad
shouldered Bench, National
League home run champion,
was disgusted with his inability
to hit a homer in the first four
of the best-of-five game playoff.
He decided to do something
about it.
Bench stood amid a swarm of
reporters in the champagne.
drenched Reds' dressing room,
explaining that during the rain
he looked at films of his two
regular season hot streaks. He
bad helped the Reds move into
first place .in May with seven
home runs in five days. Then,
in September, he socked seven
in seven games as Cincinnati

won the West by 1042 games.
"I noticed that I wasn't
crouching as much and had the
bat out further during the hot
streaks," Bench said.
So, Bench straightened up a
little and moved the bat further
away from his body. He said it
helped him regain the home
run touch when the Reds
needed it most-in the last of
the ninth.
When Bench came to bat
leading off the Reds' ninth he
said he was thinking about hitting a home run. He also got
some psychic help from his
mother, Mrs. Katy Bench, sitting behind the Reds' dugout.
"I looked over my shoulder
and saw mornrna nodding her
head," Bench said as he dodged an effort by a teammate to
douse him with the bubbly
stuff. "I know what she was

THE CARR RATINGS
'r•

DON CASA

TOP TWENTY TEAMS --OCTOBER 6. t972
1 - SO. CALIFORNIA
2- OKLAHOMA
3 - NEBRASKA
4 - ALABAMA
5- NOIRE DAME
6- OHIO STATE
7- MICHIGAN
I- L. S. U.
I - TENNESSEE
10- TEXAS

- 118.4
- 117.6
-113.7
-111.2
- 110.2
- *09.0
- 106.6
- 105.9
-.105.8
- 104.8

11 - AUBURN
12 - COLORADO
13 - ARIZONA STATE
14 - IOWA STATE
*FLORIDA STATE
13 16 - WASHINGTON
17 - STANFORD
IS- PENN STATE
le - WEST VIRGINIA
20- AIR FORCE

- 103.11
- 103.4
-103.1
- 10/.6
- 102.5
- 101.6
- 101.5
-101.4
- 101.3
- 100:9

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 8, 1972
I 234567910-

LOUISIANA TECH
DRAKE
DELAWARE
NORTH DAKOTA
McNEESE
EAST TEXAS
FRESNO STATE
TENNESSEE STATE
S. IV. TEXAS
MASSACHUSETTS

- 93,1
- $7,9
- 85.7
- 85.2
-63,3
- 83.0
- 82.6
- 82.5
-61.2
-$0.9

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
7
AIR FORCE
BOSTON COLLEGE
ALABAMA
FLORIDA
21*
ARIZONA STATE
UTAH
21
7
BAYLOR
ARKANSAS
7
BALL STATE
DAYTON
21
BOWLING GREEN
KENT STATE
. EL PASO
BRIGHAM YOUNG
7
IOWA STATE
COLORADO
COLUMBIA
HARVARD
3
CORNELL-N.Y
PENNSYLVANIA
14
PRINCETON
DAETmOuTH
14
DUKE
CLEmSON
10
1/411SSISSIr8t STATE
FLORIDA STATE
10
DAVIDSON
FURMAN
. 3
HOLY CROSS
COLGATE
7
HOUSTON
SAN DIEGO STA TE
. 3
KANSAS STATE
I
KANSAS
Aq,BURN
NORTH TEXAS T.
28
LOUISVILLE
MARYLAND
VILLANOVA
7
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
141
MISSISSIPPI
GEORGIA
10
NEBRASKA
MISSOURI
31
IA
NEW MEXICO
ARIZONA
CAROLINA
10
NORTH
KENTUCKY
WAKE FOREST
7
810. CAROLINA ST
NORTHWESTERN
IOWA
1
NO TR E DAME
PITTSBURGH
le
OHIO SATE
ILLINOIS
35
MIAMI-OHIO
1
01410 U.
OK LAHONIA
TEXAS,
10
OREGON
WASHiNGTON ST.
7
PACIFIC
LONG BEACH ST.
PENN STATE
ARMY
10
PURDUE
MINNESOTA
fa
RUTGERS
17
LAFAYETTE
ia
EAST CAROLINA
CITADEL

II - ANGELO STATE
12 - WESTERN ILLINOIS
13 - WESTERN CAROLINA
14- N. W. LOUISIANA
IS -TEXAS
TEXAS SOUTHERN
16 - CARSON NEWMAN
17- CALIFORNIA-5 L.0.
19 - WESTERN ?<EMT UCRY
19 - BALDWiN WALLACE
20 - LIVINGSTON
OF OCTOBER 14, 1972
MARGIN
FAVCPITF
SOUTH CAROLINA
2$
42
SO. CALIFORNIA
1
SO. MISSISSIPPI
STANFORD
SYRACUSE
TAMPA
17
14
T. C. U.
TEXAS TECH
10
TULANE
7
U. C. L. A.
3
UTAH STATE
7
VIRGINIA
21
vRAGNRA TECH.
24
WEST TEXAS ST.
*0
WEST VIRGINIA
3
WESTERN MICH.
WICHITA
3
I
wu_LtAm & MARY
W/SCONSHAL
3
WYOMING
10
xAviER-OHIO
26
YALE

- $0.6
- 10.3
- 60.1
- 79.5
- 79.4
- 76.7
- 76.4
-NET- 71.2
- 73.1

OPPONENT
APPALACHIAN
CALIFORNIA
RICHMOND
WASHINGTON
NAVY
SO. ILLINOIS
TULSA
TEXAS A & M
MIAMI-FLORIDA
OREGON STATE
MEMPHIS STATE
I.
014..6140mA STATE
NEW MEXICO ST
TEMPLk
TOLEDO
CINCINNATI
VANDERBILT
!NDIANA
COLORADO STATE
MARSHALL
BROWN

14
PRO FOOTBALL - 10-15-72
7
ATLANTA
NEW ORLEANS
7
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
7
BALTIMORE
DALLAS
7
KANSAS CITY
CINCINNATI
10
LOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA
MIAMI
SAN DIEGO
17
MINNESOTA
DENVER
10
NEW ENGLAND
N. V. JETS
10
OAKLAND
BUFFALO
21
PITTSBURGH
HOUSTON
14
SAN FRANCISCO
N Y. GIANTS
10
WASHINGTON
ST. LOUIS
S 3
PRO FOOTBALL - 10-16-72
DETROIT

3

GREEN BAY

OTHER GAMES OF OCTOBER 14, 11272.OPPONENT
OPPONENT
MARC114
FAVORITE
FAVORITE
ADAMS STATE
10
GRINNELL
FORT LEWIS
14
LAWRENCE
7
LEHIGH
AKRON
NO. MICHIGAN
7
BUC K NELL
PRESBYTERIAN
ALBRIGHT
24
LENOIR RHYNE
GETTYSBURG
3
AZUSA PACIFIC
ALFRED
7
ST. LAWRENCE
LOS ANGELES ST. 10
ARKANS&S STATE
ALLEGHENY
CARNEGIE MELLON
14
24
LOUISIANA TECH
ALMA
10
LUTHER
DUBUOUT
KALAMAZOO
14
ANDERSON
7 -OHIO NORTHERN
Mc NEESE
N. E. LOUISIANA
17
ASHLAND
17
OTTERBEIN
CENTRAL ST. OHIO
21
MARIETTA
BALOWIN WALLACE 10
GEORGETOWN-KY.
MARS HILL
WITTENBERG
14
AUSTIN PEAS'
EUREKA
MARTIN
BENEDICTINE-ILL.. k1
3
BLUFFTON
7
EMOR Y S HENRY
DEFIANCE
10
MARYVILLE
BOtSE
MASSACHUSETTS
17
24
;BOSTON U.
RENO
BRIDGEPORT
17
MICHIGAN TECH
W I NONA
WAGNER
35
7
BRIDGEWATER-VA. 7
MIDDLE TENN .
MURRAY
FROSTBURG
DANA
BUENA VISTA
MIDLAND
CENTRAL IOWA
21
24
CALIFORNIA LUT14. 14
CHICAGO CIRCLE
SAN FRAN. STATE
MILWAUKEE
35
K40. VALLEY
CENT. METHODIST
CALIF. POMONA
OCCIDENTAL
311
26
COE
CARSON NEWMAN
ELON
17
7
MONMOUTH
MONTANA TECH
CARTHAGE
17
•21
EASTERN MONTANA
LAKELAND
14ORGAN STATE
SO. CAROLINA ST.
CENTRAL CONN,
mON TC LAIR
14
14
CENTRAL MICH,
10
7
NEW HAMPSHIRE
MAINE
E. KENTUCKY
WOF FORD
NEWBERRY
S. W. LOUISIANA
7
3
CLAREMONT
MISS, COLLEGE
ST. MARyS.CALIV. N1CHOLLS-LA.
10
ST.
10
NO. DAKOTA
AUGUSTANA-S.D.
CLARION
EDINBORO
3
14
CLARK-GEORGIA
KNOXVILLE
la
N. E. MISSOURI
S. E. MISSOURI
NORTHEASTERN
COLBY
MAINE MARITIME
3
AMERICAN INT,
26
NORTHERN S.0
COLORADO COL.
BETHEL-KANSAS
28
BLACK HILLS
35
W. NEW MEXICO
la
NORTHLAND
7
MILTON
COLO. WESTERN
CONCORD1A-MINN. 14
7
N. W. LOUISIANA
HA/ALINE
FLORENCE
CONCORDIA-NEB.
NEBRASKA WESLY. N. W. MISSOURI
7
14
ROLLA
CORTLAND STATE 17
BROCK PORT
N.4W . OKLAHOMA
24
PANHANDLE
NO-WESTERN-1A.
CULVER STOCKTON la
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
WESTMAR
26
10
NOR THW000-14ICH
DAKOTA STATE
SO DAKOTA TECH
1
INDIANA- PA .
17
DELAWARE
CONNECTICUT
OSHKOSH
STEVENS POINT
26
CARROLL-MONT
21
DICKINSON-NO.
11
PACIFIC LOIN.
WHITMAN
DOANE
17
HASTINGS
PLYMOUTH
35
NEW ENGLANO COL
NORTHERN IOWA
II
POMONA
DRAKE
10
LOYOLA-CALIF.
CHEYNEY
21
RANDOLPH mACON 28
E. STROUDSBURG
SU SOUEHA NNA
STOUT STATE
24
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
EAU CLAIRE
3
BAKER
7
RIPON
EIAPORIA COL .
24
BELOIT
7
ROCHESTER
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7
EVANSVILLE
UNIONNEW YORK
MUSKINGuM
ST. CLOUD
FINDLAY
17
3
WA YNE- NEBRASKA
MORRIS
BROWN
ST.
FLORIDA A S Al
JOHNS-MINN.
17
DULUTH
17
ST. THOMAS
FORT V•LLEY
MILES
42
MacALESTER
24
INDIANA CENTRAL
10
SACRAMENTO
FRANKLIN
HAYWARD
II
FRANK. S MARSH
DICKINSON-PA
*0
SALEM-W. VA.
WEST VA wESLY.
21
SAM FORD
HENDERSON
FRESNO STATE
CALIF. S. L. G.
7
10
_MANHATTAN
SIMON FRASER
GEORGE TOWN-0.0
PACIFIC-OREGON
28
SLIPPERY ROCK
GLENVILLE
BLUEFIELD
10
CALIFORNIA-PA.
14
GRACELAND
TARKI0
21
SOUTH DAKOTA
14
MORNINGSIDEGRAMBL1NG
MISS. VALLEY
_10
17
SOUTHERN UTAH
COLORADO MINES
HAMPDEN SYDNEY 25
W. MARYLAND
7
S. W. MISSOURI
CENT. MISSOURI
II
HARDING
ARKANSAS TECH
14
S. W. OKLAHOMA
E NEW MEXICO
.
HAWAII
24
FULLERTON
S W. TEXAS
S. F. AUSTIN
14
21
-HEIDELBERG
CAPITAL
EARLHAm
7
TAYLOR
HiLLSDALE
MARQUETTE
24
TENNESSEE ST.
21
VIRG:NIA STATE
HOBART
'HAMILTON
1
35
TENNESSEE TECH
KENTUCKY
HUMBOLDT
10
21
TEXAS A A 1
CHICO STATE
SUL ROSS
-141.011014• ---•••-•-•••--••-ao.--LL _ __DAtsfarA.WESLE VAN TEXAS SOUTHERN *4
BISHOP
. IDAHO STATk
ft
MONTANA
7
. ILLINOIS STATE
7
INOIANA STATE
TROY STATE
1
DELTA STATE
-, IOWA WESLEYAN
fit
MO. WeSTERN
VIRGINIA UNION
42
ST.PAULS
.
ITHACA
FORDHAM
WASHBURN.
-FORT HAYS
. 14
25
.1. C. SMITH
LIvINGSTONE
_7
WASHINGTON le LEE 7
TOW SON STATE
JACK SON STATE
7
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN LA.
10
FERRIS
10
JACKSONVILLE
S. E LOUISIANA •
WEST CHESTER
BLOOmSBuRG
35
JOHN CARROLL
GROVE CITY
14
WEST LIBERTY
10
SHEPHERD ,
W. CAROLINA
7
7
KANSAS WESL V.
PAt PHERSON
L MN(.STON
W. ILLINOIS
KEARNEY .
PERU STATE
10
17
MANKATO
Ktleypei --- . _ ..__4I
14
W-M INS TER - pA
GAsLyIE krtiR N .
JUNIATA

mAnoin

eh4Al-TAW:00A

'nowtv;Tc-iiiis-- - --
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oite-Nrt--- -

tuarrEtentrror-- . NIDENER

-,--, ST.

CARLETON
KNOX
10
7
PILLIAMS
KUTZTOWI4
GLASSBORO
14
14
- 3...... LACROSSE
PLATTEVILLE
10
WINSTON SALEM
LAMAR U.•
7
AS. CHRISTIAN
WORCESTER POLY 10
HIT-711
SEASONS RECORD
MISSED-119
witES-I9
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MOVA-VIAN
MIDDLEBURY
FAyETTEVILLE
BA TES
PCT-790

JUBILATION-Cincinnati Reds Pitcher Ross Grimsley Is bugged
by teammate Darrel Chaney on the monud after the Reds won the
fourth game of the playoff series 7-1. They were even more
jubilant after the Reds clinched the National League pennant with
their win yesterday.
(AP Wirephoto
nodding-'please hit one for
me.' I always listen to mother.
I don't ever want to do anything wrong for her."
Bench said his mind was full
of thoughts as he approached.
the plate.
-I was thingkirtg, 'Here it is
the playoffs and I haven't done
much. I haven't hit a home
run. I've got to do it."
Bench ripped a one-ball, two.
strike pitch that curved foul
into the stands in left field.
Then he laced a palm ball from
Pirates reliever Dave Giusti for
an opposite-field home run over
the right field wall, tying the
score 3-3. Bench led the league
with 40 homers, but only one
had been to right field. trothcall9,.that also was hit against
Pittsburgh.
Bench said that when Giusti
got ahead of him on the count,
-I made up -my minL.I
wouldn't give in to him and go
for a base hit. I was going $r
it ) home run). It was a palm
ball over the plate. it's like a
changeup but it usually sinks.
This time he' didn't get it
down."
Giusti confirmed that Bench
hit a palm ball. Someone asked
the ace reliever-he won seven
games and saved 22 for Pittsburgh in 1972-whether it was
the best pitch for the situation.
"I guess it wasn't today,"
mumbled the right-hander, who
sat on the floor of the Pirates'
dressing room, his head bowed,
a can of beer clenched in his
hand. He answered questions
reluctantly. The pirates probably realized it wasn't their
day when in the third inning
with Darrell Chaney on second
4 base, Pete Rose hit a chopper
toward first that Willie Stargell
appeared set to field for an out,
but at the last second the ball
took a bad hop, struck the top
of Stargell's glove and rolled
into right field for a run-scoring
double.
The worst hop still was to
come.
After Bench hit his home run,
Tony Perez and Denis Menke
singled. George Foster, who
ran for Perez, moved to third
on Cesar Geronimo's long drive,
to right. After Chaney popped
out, Hal McRae batted for winning pitcher Clay Carroll,
Bob Moose had relieved
Giusti and had a one-ball, onestrike count on McRae.

Foster danced off third after
each pitch. -Stay alert for a
wild pitch or passed ball," Foster said Reds' third base coach
Alex Grammas cautioned him.
-1 was watching the pitches
carefully," Foster said. "He
( Moose ) was throwing a lot of
breaking stuff to the plate."
Moose's third pitch to McRae
bounced over Pirate catcher
Manny SangUillen, and Foster
raced home with the winning
run as the Reds' players went
wild, along with the crowd of
41.887.
What was Foster thinking as
he dashed home?
"Make sure you touch the
plate, then jump up and cheer„
knew I had it made."
Sanguillen said the pitch,
"Hit something, causing it to
bounce past me. I don't know
what it hit."
That might best describe-the
.end of the Pirates' reign as National League champions-they
didn't know what hit them.

World Series
Tickets On Sale
•-CINCINNATI (AP) - Lines
formed early today when World
Series tickets went on sale at
Riverfront Stadium.
The Cincinnati Reds will host
the winner of today's Detroit
'Tigers-Oakland Attdetics-ptay.
off.
Fans can purchase up to four
• tickets for a single game ,a4s.,
per ticket, the Reds said.
Brightest players on the Air
Force Academy football team
is senior •dt.terrstve-eittt-flekrHomburg of Madison. Wis He
carries a 3 93 avtrage. based on
a four-point scale, and is a physics major

Bishop, McKay, Both Stars On
Field, Are Very Different Men
By BOB COOPER
over Mississippi State. His 97Associated Press Writer
yard sprint with a pass interLEXINGTON, Ky. CAP) - ception was all the difference
Darryl Bishop and Dinky in a 17-13 victory.
McKay are both stars on the
McKay is Kentucky's quarfootball field. But their sim- terback, a junior-college
ilarity carries over only to a transfer this year from Long
pair of wives named Pat.
Beach (Miss.) Junior College
Otherwise,their lives-on and who engineered'a Wildcat victory in the opening game.
off the field-are opposites.
For openers, Bishop is black;
Two Kentucky wins in four
McKay white: Bishop
cool games has been almost unbefore games; McKay gels so heard of in recent years.
uptight he's "like a little kid,"
Bef6re a game, McKay is alhis wife says.
most sullen. "Sometimes he'll
Bishop has to wait,for hours sit for an hour and polish his
after a game to talk about it; cleats. He really gets uptight,"
McKay's ready to talk imme- . his wife said.
diately, if his team wins - and
Bishop, on the other hand,
never if it loses.
doesn't even think about footBishop is the father of a 21-2- ball "until we get out on the
month-old girl named Nesiha; field taking the pre-game exMcKay is childless - he has ercises. Then the team spirit
only been married since gets to me," he said.
January.
During the games so far ( two
Bishop is the safety man who Kentucky victories in four outalmost single-handedly won last ings) McKay has hit 50 per
Saturday's game for Kentucky cent of his passes and run for

Crusaders, Oilers Win
As WHA Opens Season
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Cleveland Crusaders
blanked the Quebec Nordiques
2-0 and the Alberta 'Oilers
whipped the Ottawa Nationals
7-4 as the new World Hockey
Association opened its season
Wednesday night.
A standing room crowd of 9,681 at the Cleveland Arena
cheered goalie Gerry Cheevers
as he turned aside 21 shots for
his shutout. Attendance at the
Civic Centre in Ottawa for Canadian debut of the `new league
was 5,006.
"They made it easy for me,"
said the 31-year-old Cheevers
who played the last seven years
with the Boston Bruins in the
rival National Hockey League.
"Actually, I don't deserve
credit for the win, 99 per cent
Of the saves were just routine,
possibly one or two were hard..
I played seven years with the
best -club in hockey, but this
was the easiest shutout I've
ever had."
Bob Dillabough scored for
Cleveland in the second period
• and- How "bucky2'BuchanaLia
the third period. Quebec goalie
Serge Aubrey turned aside 32
Cleveland shots and was

praised by coach Maurice
"Rocket" Richard.
"Cleveland might have had
hue or six more goals if it
wasn't for' Aubrey," Richard
said.

67 yards. Bishop has three interceptions, has run back two
punts for 11 yards and has 19
tackles and 21 assists.
North Carolina Coach Bill
Dooley, Kentucky's next opponent, compares Bishop to 'a'
center fielder on a baseball
team.
"He covers a great deal of
ground and has a great football
instinct, hie always seems to be
where the ball is," Dooley said.
"I don't know why that is,"
Bishop said. "Maybe it comes
from playing high school basketball.
"They do tell us to try to
read the play by watching the
quarterback's eyes. You can't
watch his head, because he can
move that one way or the other, but his eyes will tell you,"
he added.
Both players are anxious for
the opening of each game and
the first play-offense for
McKay and defense for Bishop-settle them down for the
rest of the afternoon or evening.
There are a couple more differences between the two.
McKay's wife has learned to
be almost silent while he mulls
an upcoming game. Bishop's
wife "plianps me up; she says
have a lot of fun," Bishop said.
And McKay lives at home almost on campus while Bishop's
wife and child live at nearby
Georgetown where he visits
several times a week.

BIG K SPECIALS
Friday 13th ONLY

SHASTA COLA

13C

asst. Flavors
28 oz.
LIMIT 4
1 Tattle Les

PANTY HOSE
Values to $1.51

uMwr
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Mister EmgeCountry Sausage.
It tastes the way sausage used to taste.

Sometimes progress is a step in the wrong direction.

country sausage recipe. Look for our flavor-sealed
Sometimes, in t1ie--4iauiv---4-4-pw-gtess-guotLibiugs_.__p_astrage at
your,favorite,grocery. If you remember
are changed around until they become 'not so
the' old-fashioned b-utcheir-s14TtiniFiTcrinii7F-good. So it's been with sausage. In the rush for
union. If you don't, it'll ibe a memorable taste
greater production efficiency, the good, old-fashexperience. Mister Enige §atAage. Rot or mild. It
ioned taste of country sausage has all but been
tastes like sausage used to taste.
forgotten. Until, in the tradition of the old corner
introducing _Mister Einge Country

Sausage.
Now,your family can enjoy Mister En*.original
•
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Catcher's Bobble 'Golf Team To
Gives Detroit Game Compete In
By NET BENNETT
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT ( AP) -- A catchsr'a bobble at second base has
forced the American League
baseball playoffs into a fifth
and deciding game today.
"The man asked me to play
there, so I played there," Gene
Tenace remarked when asked
about the play which let in the
first of three Detroit runs in the
dramatic 10th inning and
he(ped carry the Tigers to a 4-3
victory Wednesday, tying the
playoffs 2-2.
Dick McAuliffe and Al Kaline
singled to start the Tigers' winning rally. A wild pitch moved
them along before pinch hitting
Gates Brown walked loading
the bases with none out.
Then, Bill Freehan grounded
to Sal Bando at third. Bando
threw to Tenace for the start of
a possible rally-killing double
play. But Tenace dropped the
ball.
-Was it a difficult play? For
me it was," Tenace said, "I
should have caught it. I had it
in my glove but I turned
around and I was hit and I
dropped it."
Bando conceded, "It probably
could have been. a better
throw." Tenace described the
throw as knee high and to his
right.
Oakland Manager Dick Williams said he believed Bando's
throw should have been to the
plate rather than to second, but
"we had to make sure of one
(out)."
Sande said he .planned to
throw home if the. bail "had
beer6hit hard. gut it was to my
left, hit slow and I had to stop
tbe winning run from getting to
second. Why go home if you
can't get the man no matter
who's playing second?"
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Tenace moved to second in
the seventh inning after catching the first six. Williams made
the same aftive late in the third
game after using all his second
basemen.
The 225-pound Brown said he
figured Tenace, who is 35
pounds lighter, had a certain
double play "so I just.Went at
him. I think he might have
heard footsteps."
After a bases loaded walk to
Norm Cash and Jim Northrup's
single over Matty Alou's head
in right made the Tigers winners, Detroit Manager Billy
Martin said, "A game like that
takes a lot out of you."
Williams remarked with obvious disappointment, "We
didn't do the job. It's as simple
as that."

Invitational

The Murray State Golf team
will play in the 16-team Tennessee Tech Invitational this
weekend.
The Tech field will include
five Ohio Valley Conference
teams, the University of
Kentucky, and the University of
Tennessee and will be the
strongest competition the
Racers have raced this fall,
according to Coach Buddy
Hewitt.
Playing for Murray will be
Johnny Quertermous, Paul
Celano, Wally Young, John
Storms, Mike Perpich, and
Jimmy Meyers. At
The Racers finished fourth in
the nine-team Sewanee Invitational last weekend. Celano
with a five-over-par 149 was
top finisher for the team.
Storms had a 151, Young a 153,
Mike Hoyle a 155, Wayne
McGowan a 158, and Steve
Martin a 159.
Illinois State won the tournament with a team score of
The Murray State cross 584. Murray's team
score was
country team, 4-1 in dual meets 602.
this season, will run in the 12team
Western
Illinois
University Invitational
Saturday.
The WIU field will include all
the Ohio Valley Conference
teams but Middle Tennessee
and East Tennessee.
The Racers beat Western
Illinois 25-32 in a dual at Murray
last Saturday. Sam Torres
The Murray State basketball
finished ficst in the meet in a team will play the Australian
course-record time of 25:02.9. Nationals in a game at Murray,
His time for the five miles Nov. 25, Murray Coach Cal
bettered Jim Krejci's old record Luther has announced.
by 18 seconds.
The game was approved by
Other individual scorers for the NCAA as Murray had only
the Racers were Rod Harvey in 25 games on it regular schedule.
third place; Gregg Fullarton,
Six players from the
fourth; Dennis Sturt, fifth: and Australian Olympic team
are
Randy Morris, twelfth.
included on the Nationals'
roster. The team averages 6-3
and has two players 6-10.
The game in Murray will be
the first of a series to be played
against
top United States
teams. On a similar tour last
year, the Nationals won 9
games and last 11.
Luther scheduled the game
Quany eouxt,"
(
while attending the recent
Olympics in Munich, Germany,.

Cross Country
Team To Run

MSU Cagers To
Play Aussies
November 25
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money saving
news! We've
just been
awarded an
exclusive
Hudson C„utt
;
i
Vitamin
Franchise
Now you can shop with us for high-quality. economicallypriced Hudson vitamins and proprietary drugs. Save op to 60
percent over comparable brands. Even our prices make you
feel good.
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By LARRY PALADINO •
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT AP) — Bill Freehan was worried he'd suddenly
sent the Detroit Tigers packing
to their already delayed winter
vacations.
And Mickey Lolich figured
today he'd have a chance to
finish cutting his grass.
Instead, due to a heart-stopping 10th inning 4-3 Detroit
comeback victory over Oakland
Wednesday, they and their

Tiger
find
teammates
themselves one win away from
their second American League
pennant in five years.
Today's Oakland-Detroit winner will head for Cincinnati for
Saturday's opening game of the
World Series. The Cincinnati,
Reds beat Pittsburgh 4-3 Wednesday on a ninth-inning wild
pitch to capture the National
League pennant three games to
two over the Pirates.

Rh Laughing All
The Way To Bank

Trevino Battling
In Piccadilly Golf

BOSTON( AP)— Muhammad
Ali is picking up pocket change
in lectures at colleges and
VIRGINIA WATER, England
keeping in shape—while laughing all the way to the bank— (AP) — Lee Trevino battled an
with exhibition boxing in await- aching throat and a wayward
ing a return bout with Joe Fra- putter today in his bid to dethzier for the world's heavy- rone South Africa's Gary Player from the World Championweight boxing championship.
ship
of Match Play Golf
As usual, Ali stole the show
Wednesday night as he sparred Tournament.
The annual
Piccadilly
two rounds each with five difTournament
began
with
cl5ubts
ferent pro fighters on a "forover the fitness of the 31-year- •
real" card with five-time forold American, favored by Britmer world champ Emile Griffish
bookies.
ith in the feature bout.
A doctor .was due to deliver
Griffith, an old warrior caman early morning verdict on
paigning for another shot at the
Trevino, who spent most of
middleweight title, won an
easy, but controversial, divided Wednesday in bed instead of at
12-round decision over local practice after developing a resveteran Joe DeNucci. .Fans piratory virus in the chilly
ratns that have swept the Wenstarted leaving early.
tworth course near London all
The Griffith-DeNucci fight
week.
was dull. It was a poor follow
However, Trevino, former
to the Ali exhibitions.
All, showing just a few extra- U.S. Open champion and current holder of the British Open
pound wrinkles around the lowtitle for the second straight
er rib cage and admitting to
year, was expected to show up
227 pounds, alternately boxed
for his opening match against
and downed with his rivals. At
times, it appeared it was lucky '
for the five he wore 124)unce
The average daily handle at
"pillow" gloves.
the racing meet at the annual
Hardly breaking a real good New Mexico State Fair is more
sweat,.and not needing a stool than a half-million dollars.
in the corner between rounds.
Ali 'won" all 10 rounds although he faked going down in a corner against Kirk.

NI. Castoff Woodie Fryman
was Tiger Manager Billy Martin's choice to pitch today's deciding game against John
"Blue Moon" Odom, who shut
out Detroit and Ryman 5-0 Sunday in Oakland.
Fryman, 32, posted a 10-3
record after being purchased
Aug. 2 from Philadelphia.
Wednesday, Oakland came
unglued in the 10th and redeemed catcher Freehan from

fellow American Doug Sanders.
Player, Trevino and Sanders
were in a select field of eight
top golfers competing for a
first prize of $20,225 in the Piccadilly event—three days of 36hole, "man-to-man elimination
matches.
It's the only major match
play event on the world circuit
and the players come only by
invitation of the sponsor, a
tobacco firm.

* AMERICANS FOR AMERICA *
HEAR and MEET

TOM ANDERSON
American Party's Vice Presidential Candidate
Mr. Anderson is former writer of column "Straight Talk," which appeared In Kentucky
Farm JournaLalso writer for many other farm publications.

at Hopkinsville
One Ticket '7.50

GOLF
BUENOS AIRES — The United States, defending champion, took the first round lead
in the women's World Amateur
team championship with a 140
to 145 for runnerup Canada.

BIG K SPECIALS

FUND RAISING DINNER Two Tickets

'10.00

Saturday, October 14 - Convention Center - 6:00 p.m.
For dinner tickets call 753-2617 days - 753-4922 Nights
Paid for by American Party of Ky. - William E Embry,State Chairman
Tickets will be available at Door
P.O. Box 218 Hopkinsville, Ky. 42248

Make Dr.Joseph Santo's
'Mister"Sandwich tonight.
Dr. Santo owns the famous
--ttgigw-atite Dove"_restaurant
in New York'City______

moved.froin..
seventh to sixth and Western Illinois from 10th to seventh.
Boise State, No. 6 last week, is
now
eighth
followed
by
Tennessee State ninth, and Livingston of Alabama, which
made it first appearance, in the
10th spot.
The college division Top Ten,
with first-place votes in parentheses, won-lost records through
games of Saturday, Oct. 14 and
total points on the basis of 2018-16-14-12-10-9-etc:
1. La. Tech (7)
5-0 310
2. Delaware (7)
4-0 302
5-0 261
3, N. Dakota (2)
4-0 151
4: Cal Poly-SLO
3-1 126
5. McNeese St.
5-0 126
6. Carson Newman
5-0 122
7. West Ill.
3-1 66
8. Boise St.
3-1 63
9. Tenn. St.
6-0 61
10. Livingston

sealed Detroit's fate with a
bloop RBI single.
Then McAuliffe greeted reliever Bob Locker with a single
to open the Tiger 10th. Al Kaline followed with another, then
Joe Horlen came in and wild
pitched the runners along before walking pitch hitter Gates
Brown to load the bases.
"About that time I figured I
had the chance to redeem myself," said Freehan, the next
batter.
He hit a grounder to third
baseman Sal Bando, scoring
McAuliffe. Bando threw the
possible double play ball to second baseman Gene Tenace,
who dropped the throw after
"I don't deny it. I thought Brown barreled into him.
they had us," admitted Lolich,
Left-hander Dave Hamilton
who had been in the clubhouse came in to pitch to left-handed
during the A's rally in the" 10th batter Norm Cash and walked
off reliever Chuck Seelbach.
him on a 3-2 pitch to force
Gonzalo Marquez, whose home Kaline with the tying run.
pinch single off Seelbach SaturThen another lefty, Jim
day tied the game for the A's, No&thrup, lined a single over
started their 10th-inning rally rigWt fielder Alou's head to win
with a pinch single.
the game—exactly four years
Matty Alou followed with a to the day that he clinched the
double off the left field fence. seventh-game victory in the
The relay throw to the plate got World Series for the Tigers in
past Freehan and Alou reached 1968 with a triple against St.
third. Ted Kubiak seemingly Louis.

two embarrassing plays.
Freehan missed a suicide
squeeze bunt in the eighth inning which caught Dick
McAuliffe off third base with
one out. And in the two-run
Athletics' 10th,Freehan let a
throw from the outfield get
away during a play at the plate
as the tie-breaking run scored.
Lolich gave up just five hits
before being lifted fora pinch
hitter in the bottom of the
ninth.
One of the five was Mike
Epstein's solo homer which tied
the game 1-1. McAuliffe had
homered for Detroit off Hunter
in the third.

:Yield:4
I --cup(4 oz.) gratet
Swiss cheese
/
1
4 cup light cream
or half and hatf
8 slices bread
8 slices boiled ham
2 eggs, slightly beaten
a'4 cup milk

/
1
2 teaspoon salt
CHEESE SAUCE:
I tablespoon butter • .
I tablespoon flour
V2 teaspoon dry mustard
"I cup milk
I cup (4 oz.) shredded
Cheddar cheese

Combine Swiss cheese and cream to make a paste.
Spread on each slice of bread..Place a slice of ham on '
each slice of bread. Close to form a sandwich. In a
shallow dish stir together eggs. milk and salt. Dip bread
into egg-milk mixture; fry on.lightly buttery_triddle.or
skillet until brown on both sides and cheese has melted.
Serve.with Cheese Sauce. To prepare Cheese Sam..
In a I -quart saucepan melt btitter;
blend in flourand mustard.Remove z
&obi heat; stir in milk. Ffe-at to
boiling, stirring. constantly. Boil
and stir' I minute: set aside.
Stir in cheese until melted.

Friday 13th ONLY
2 Tables SUMMER CLEARANCE
Unbelievable Price
MERCHANDISE
....1 3c

$1.09

ste.

Detroit Takes Second Straight I
To Tie Playoffs With Oakland

Louisiana First In
College Grid Poll
By THE ASSOCIArED"PRESS"
Louisiana Tech has taken
over the top spot among college
division football teams in the
latest poll of sports writers and
broadcasters by The Associated
Press.
The Bulldogs received seven
first-place votes and 310 points
in the results of the balloting
announced today and replaced
Delaware as the No. 1 college
division team in the country.
The Blue Hens also received
seven votes for first, but finished with 302 points.
Louisiana Tech has a 5-0
record and beat Texas-Arlington 35-14 last Saturday. Delaware is-4-0 and downed Lafayette 27-0 in its last game.
North Dakota, 5-0, received
two first-place votes and moved
from fourth to third in the poll,
while Tennessee State fell from
third to ninth following a loss
during the weekend.
California Poly-San Luis
Obispo was ranked fourth in its
first appearance in the poll this
season. It has a-4-0 record.
McNeese State jumped from
eighth to fifth and Drake, No. 5
a week ago, dropped from the
Top Ten.
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Items $1 And Below
Si13
Items $1 And Above
POLAROID BLACK & WHITE

107 FILM

Special Good 9 am-12 ONLY C
MANY SPECIALS
LIMIT 1
NOT LISTED

41.1d

Cheese.
gives you ideas.

It

-

For a free cookbook of great cheese recipes, write to "Cheese. It gives you ideas."
C /o American Dairy Association, Box 4448, Chicago, Illinois 60677.

Add asmile with cheese.fp

<merit an dewy association
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Woman Pilot Has
Problems In Job

Annual Red-White-Blue Parade To Be Conducted
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.—
Three years ago this month
Marcella Bailey of Langley,
Kentucky sat before her
television and mused over some
of the unpatriotic upheavel on
the evening news.
And she decided to do
something about it.
"It always made me really
mad," said Mrs. Bailey. -The
television always presented the
bad image of kids—kids
rebelling and marching against
the war—never the kids who are
really patriotic to their country.
-So I asked myself 'As a
housewife what can I clb 7' There
had to be something Icould do in
my own way."
Once the inspiration was

there, the method of accomplishment was not long in
,coming—an annual Red, White
and Blue Parade in Prestonbefore
sburg the Saturday
Veterans' Day to honor
patriotic citizens as web as
veterans.
Mrs. Bailey, a veteran's
daughter and wife (her father
having served in Wrold War I,
her husband in World War II) is
looking forward to Oct. 21, the
date of the third annul Red,
White and Blue Parade.
-To start off the festivities,
we have a flag-raising
ceremony at 11:00 a.m.,
followed by a Bible reading and
rirayer," Mrs. Bailey said "and
then the parade'!"
Floyd, Johnson, Knox and
Pike counties will have floats
and, units in the parade which
will be headed by a young boy
carrying an open Bible.
"We need God above
everything else," explained
Mrs. Bailey. "God first, then
country."
Speaking of the country, the
second parade attraction is a
high school girl dressed as the
Statue of Liberty—the first
representation of America that
a foreigner sees when entering
the country through New York.
And after that, Uncle Sam
himself.
Behind Madame Liberty and
Uncle Sam come the veterans.
Some walk, some ride on the
red, white and blue veterans'
float.
-The veterans' organizations
are really working for this,"
said Mrs. Bailey. "And we hope
someday to involve veterans on
a nationwide scale."
The idea of the parade
becoming a nationwide affair is
not as far-fetched as it may
seem. Ten thousand people

attended the first parade in 1970
and festivities, 25,000 were on
hand last year.
Its prominence has grown
even more through the efforts of
Mrs. Bailey. Earlier in the year,
she contacted both President
Nixon and ex-astronaut John
Glenn. Both were unable to
attend, but replied with praise
and encouragement.
"Prelident Nixon and Glenn
were committed on the date of
the parade, but both sent really
nice and commending loiters,"
said Mrs. Ballet "And the
President is aending a
representative." c,
Other national ecognition is
also evident. Armed service
bases in neighboring states,
that were not notified of this
year's parade, have asked to be
included in future years and
letters of approval are received
nationwide.
But the parade is not all—

there's more.
"We have a real outstanding
beauty pageant," said Mrs.
Bailey, "crowning both a Miss
Red, White and Blue and a
Junior Miss Red, White and
Blue."
There's also a big gospel sing,
square dancing and booths
provided by local civic, church
and school organizations.
Old-fashioned flag waving?
Nit really.
Just one person standing up
and contributing to her country
in her own way.
"You know it makes me
really proud to know that 25,000
people attend and the President
and John Glen respond so
fvorably to an idea that is all
mine. Why I only have a high
school education„' Mrs. Bailey
said.
"And who knows, maybe it'll
bring America back together
like it used to be."

"Then It was up to me to
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP) —
I could do the job and
Barbara J. Barrett has a few prove
is no trouble," she
there
now
American
only
the
problems as
a woman pilot
being
But
said.
Once
woman commercial pilot:
has had its moments,
the airlines accidentally booked
-The airline always makes
her into a hotel room during a
ents for rooms when
arrangem
stopover with a male crew
we have to spend the night
member.
someplace," she said. "A
Although Miss Barrett is the couple of weeks ago in Rome,
first woman copilot for a U.S. my reservation was at the
airline, according to the Feder- YMCA.
al Aviation Administration,
"And because of a room
she's not letting problems get shortage in Indianapolis en anin her way and has a watchful other trip, I was assigned a
eye on the left-hand seat.
double room with another crew
Barbara is a first officer for member."
Zantop International Airlines
DC6 transports, and she helps
shuttle cargo planes all over
the world. But she wants one of
the propeller-driven planes all
to herself.
However, she can't take the
for an air transport pilot
test
BIG BIRD AND BROADWAY JOE — Quarterback
rating for another year. FAA
televiin
part
a
has
Jets
York
Joe Namath of the New
rules require a person to be 23
sion show, "Sesame Street," in New York City. He talks
years old.
with Bi,Q1Bird.
"I expect to take the test on
my 23rd birthday, and I expect
to pass," the 22-year-old Miss
Barrett said.
The test is a necessary step
to eligibility to be an airline
captain. After that she will be
Speaker Carl Albert and Appro1,AP; — The priations Committee Chairman able to take a test to qualify for
WASHINGTON .
house his voted to give Presi- George H. Mahon opposing any type of cargo or passenger
dent Nixon authority to •hold Ways and Means Committee plane she wants to fly.
Miss Barrett got her private
back appropriations at his dis- Chairman Wilbur D. Mills.
license in 1969.
cretion and confine government
Albert and other Democratic pilot
In 1970, she earned her corn=
spending through June 30 to . leaders favored a swibstitqte ofinstructor, multiengine_
''
- 1250 billion.
fered by Mahon, D-Tex. It mercial,
,.. Nixon had pressed hard for would have requested the Pres- and instrument certificates.
Iie authority, saying it would ident to submit recommenda- While attending the University
ensure that no tax increase will tions for budget cuts, but would of Buffalo she had a variety Of
be needed next year. But the have left the ultimate decision jobs, including parttirne pilot of
Phone 753-4576
a Learjet.
bill faces possible trouble in the to Congress.
HERE'S A SWITCH—Sal Bando with Sal Jr. ride
Before coming to Zantop last
senate.
_giant but slow Galapagos tortoise in Knovvland Park,
i
The substitute lost, 215 to 167,
Chairman Russell B. Long, and the House went on to final July, she was a copilot forOakland, Calif., baby zoo. Sal covers a lot more territory
League.
American
A's
in
Oakland
as third baseman for the
t-La., of the Senate Finance passage, with 79 Democrats Buckeye Airlines and flew mail
.committee, who set a tentative and 142 Republicans voting yes, between New York and Buffalo
/wearing on the measure this and 143 Democrats and 20 Re"Part of my job was loading
'afternoon, opposes the broad publicans voting "no,
and unloading the mail at each
,
Aluthority it would give the
Mills argued that inflationary airport—that was 2,000 pounds
esident, as does Senate Ma- pressures are increasing and of cargo at each place,- she
gty
f
NOW AVAILABLE: '73 Equipment Catalog
' Leader Mike Mansfield.
Congress must begin to regain said. -I learned that mail sacks
auof
Free Tube Checking!
question
that
was
• It
control over spending, even contain chickens, tarantulas,
ority over government spend- with a temporary grant of pow- snakes and ladybugs as well as
which dominated the House er to the chief executive.
.
letters."
;debate and pitted some of its
He said the public demands
When she first joined Zantop,
sino t prominent Democrats such action and if the substitute she said other crews "nearly
4i•egainst each other.
were adopted, "kiss Democrat- blew their stacks" when they
' House approval by a 221-163 ic control of Congress found out a woman pilot had
vote Tuesday was a triumph goodbye."
been hired.
„for the President, who issued a
atement saying,"The nation's
jtaxpayers are the real winners
.;" in this action to provide insurtax_.
. ":0mce against any need fore
._.
.1ncrease."
./. The measure contains two
of the
• sections. The disputed one auA slate of 10 officers will be June 30, 1975; a member
thorizes the President to hold elected during the delegate FDEA board of directors to
'government spending for the a-ssembly session on the eve of serve from July 1, 1973, to June
i
current fiscal year to a max- the First District Education 30, 1976; and a KEA board
.imum of $250 billion and gives Association meeting on the director and a KEA legislative
\\. Like It...
him the power, regardless of campus of Murray State commission member both to
Charge It
N.
serve from July 1, 1973, to June
'any other laws, to choose University Friday, -Oct. 13.
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House Votes To Give Nixon
Authority To Lim it Spending

0

Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist

Announces the

Opening

Spec
Seleci

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday

i

Closed All Day Thursday
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athe Ihaek

Education Association
To Elect New Officers -

i

Your Fall Season
Antenna Headquarters

FOR PERFORMANCE-PROVEN VHF/UHF/FM OUTDOOR-INDOOR ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES
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95
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99

'
69

Federal Savings & Loan
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753-7921
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SALT TALK
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thousand of salt concentration

i

North 12th Street Extended
Phone 753.7100
flours: 10-6 Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat

•, Sight and Sound
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80 Main St.'-freriton, Ky.
527-9900
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*Dependent Upon Terrain.
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EARN AN EXTRA QUARTER HERE!
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T.V. GETS BETTER WITH
ARCHER INDOOR ANTENNAS
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TABLETS
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Medium Point
Choice of Black or Blue
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Bottle of 40

11A
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%as

9;
s.te

Reg. 19'

Reg. 1.19

Highway 641 MURRAY,K.

s, maybe it'll
back together

Effective pain relief - take every
8 hours.
Reg.
Bottle of 30

SAFE-T
)
71

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
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t.

I

* SOMETHING NEW!! *
TO BE ADDED SOON TO

I;
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"‘-'.•

Air
IfJ
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* CLOTHING DEPARTMENT *

Special
Selection

Sale

VITALIS
LIQUID HAIR GROOM
Grooms hair without
grease!

Special
Group

MEN'S

ter

15-oz. Barber Size

LONG SLEEVE

*001

P.m.
riday
day

PULLOVERS
Turtle Neck Style

Button Front

day
•
•
•

Values
to '7.95

Pack of 5

Reg. 89'

sale49;
ALBERTO BALSAM

SHAMPOO
Choice of Regular
Dry Oily
7-oz.

TS TABLETS

.
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39
.

sl

78c

SMILE
Keywound Alarm
by Westclox
Smooth, round, white
case with bright .
cherry smile dial.

Ree,94_ $1 19
2.03

$.11,78
Sate II Reg. 53.98 No. 15161 White

S M L & XL

Patch Pockets

lii

66;

i•a.

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER

NJ \I I •-•-,

ANTACID MINTS
Consumes 47 times
its weight in excess
stomach acid.
Bottle of 75

TIME RELEASED
ASPIRIN

smi •

•-.1 PI II

ROLAIDS

BAYER
Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

Gillette Super
Stainless Steel
DOUBLE EDGE
BLADES

TT

.6444

DENTURE CLEANSER

Some Items Not Exactly As Illustrated

nt Catalog
Checking!
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TRUCK
7
:4
$41

$ 1 le?

GUN RACKS

LADIES 100% POLYESTER KNIT

2 Place

BLOUSES

• Fits all cars, trucks or trunks
• Quick release, arms of spring steel
• Rubber Coated to protect gun finish
• Will hold all shotguns, rifles

Sizes S, M, L, & XL
$
.
197Sale
Turtle‘11.
Neck Style

3 Place $199

LADIES

COCOA
MATS
$ 1 87

DRESSES
Sizes 7-20.
$

$147

95

American Made
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R ANTENNA!

LADIES

997

Wholesale Prices
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JEANS
Sizes 7-18
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METAL
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15 1138
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HOT START
Hot Start
Start in
'Fluid
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Down Concord Way ...

Crossword Puzzle

Reunion Of Lovins' Cousins' To
OBO 00 0023M
003000 0030E10
'
i SR
Ell100
October 15
lfg008
Mou130
DOM Be Held Sunday,
Peirm94119liii
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

5 Break
suddenly
Performs
6
-Halts
1
7 Possessive
6 Passageway
pronoun
11 Occupant
8 Spanish
13 Activity
"yes"
for
14 Printer's
.9 Those
measure
defeated
15 Father and
10 Go in
mother
•
E2 Bartered ,
17 Saint (abbr.)
13 Emmets
18 Paid notices
16 Goddess of
It
20 Separates
discord
21 Insect
19 Pertaining
d
Hurrie
39
22 Permits
30 Partner
to the stars
24 Underworld
31 Kind of piano 40 Fee
21 Fought hard
god
43 Transgress
32 Anon
and
Rain
23
25 Young
44 Fish eggs
33 Steeples
hail
salmon
47 Symbol for
34 Junctures
25 Buckets
tantalum
26 Depends on
of
God
35
state
A
27
28 Dines
49 A state
thunder
)
(abbr
of
(abbr )
29 Grant use
37 Prague
.8 Mans :lam?
30 Narrow
9 10
8
7
16
5 ;' ...\71
4
opening
2 3
1
31 Winter
12 '.••'• 13
vehicle
11
',:-:•:•
32 TumbleS\
,..„,
.:•:‹17
i'7
16
,......i15
14
34 Quarrel
35 Also
>VC 21
...•.
19 'C'• 20
`
IS
36 Clan
.f.%
ii'Si•
38 Goddess of
125
,i',...,.:•
23 :•.:1 24
healing
22
ii",
39 Holier
• 28
27
:
26
41 Expire
,•Ii•I:
.
<1
•
42 - Indefinite
30
„
."
.7
'.. 29
'..*:
article
'•
.....
..
43 Patron
33 ".•:•:•
•.•.iN 32
31
'
"...,..
45 Sun god
.•...
.
37
'......f 36
46 Vocation
'34
..
.'4
'
':'...•
48 Encomiums
40 ':'•:. 41
50 Remain erect
':::::f39
38
••
...%
51 Rent
..."
.14 • .1 45
41
42
......
DOWN
0 "..
49
:f48.
47
1 Take
unlawfully
i• • t>.>.
50
2 Railroad car
3 Preposition
Inc.
istr. by United Feature Syndicate,
4 Soft food
ACROSS

IMMO
00 3000
0
M010 00000300
0
00 000101
0 MO
0300 331130010
D00000 0M0 0010
M
0E1300 00

Estelle Spiceland
October 10, 1972
Autumn is a delightful season
when all the trees are dressed in
fall colors and the year's farm
work is being finished.
A rather unusual sight one
day when corn was being
gathered was four brothers,
Otis, Guy. Oury, and Rainey
Lovins, all retired excepting
Rainey from different occupations, but with four wagons
of corn going to market, all the
men living now within helping
reach of each other. Indeed a
Thanksgiving scene.
I did enjoy Jo Burkeen's story
about Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
Beach of Kirksey. He may be a
close relative of the late Mrs.
Viola Beach Bonner who lived
next door to our old home and
who like our mother, fell on our
lawn and broke a hip.

46

These old parents never
dreamed that one day their old
neighborhood would have
people coming from many
different states to build homes

and set trailers in Croppie
Hollow.
Concord still appeals to many
of us. The Otis Bucys just last
week bought two Concord lots
near the former Warren Patterson store from Keys Patterson.
Congratulations to Mrs. Hazel
Utterback who celebrated her
86th birthday at her home
Tuesday with several guests to
whom refreshments were
served.
This weather encourages
picnics and the Lovins cousins
invite all their relatives to bring
their lunch Sunday, October 15
after church for a reunion at
Building,
I.oan
Federal
t, across
Stree
Main
on
ay,
Murr
from Parker Ford.
For really urgent messages to
children thy a Mom who's
running an errand and is not at
hit
home when the children
after school I : write the
message with a red felt-tip
or
marker and fix to refrigerat
door with transparent tape.
Rub gold jewelry with a
chamois to brighten.

POOR THOMPSON !
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know-how."
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Pierce Lackey Court appeared
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SIGHP- HATES 1030
HOME NIGHTS ID A
NATIONAL HAZARD-

NEW YORK IUPII —
Enie5tional tension is the single
major cause of failure among
persons trying to lose weight,
says Dr. Morton R. Glenn,
director of a hospital.. obesity
clinic here.
is
also
Glenn, who
nutritional consultant to The
Diet Workshop weight control
organization, told its national
conference here that many
overweight persons can only
deal with their anxieties by
eating. He said they must be
helped to gain insight into their
reasons for overeating.
Glenn said some dieters fail
efforts
in weight-control
because they lack correct
knowledge of right and wrong
foods, or because they have no
real desire to lose weight. or
because of cultural reasons. He
they
said men, mostly, believe
would look foolish if they were
thinner or differrt from their
friends,

LIVING ROOM
SOFA Makes--40•
'Choice of colors.
$10060
,

Traumatic
NEW YORK IUPII — It is
clear from studies of child
sexual vie-time that it is not the
sexual assault that usually
creates trauma, hut the child's
parents' behavior upon its
discovery and their effects on
the
the child. In an article in
It E P0It T R
N A M 11
publication of the National
Association for Mental Health,
g
one authority said questionin
by parents, police and lawyers
more
st•aerall.t 4iflbe far
-unsettling to the ChMactual assault.
The authority is LeRoy G.
Schultz. associate professor of
Social '4(irk at West Virginia
University.
keep jewi,lry---cltan. Ale
leaning depends on the
material. For most • cleaning
tasks. iwnvever,-a little sudsy
water and a brash will do

SPECIAL!

2 PIECE

DRESSER LAMPS
Raised flower decorator. Marble
- base. made in Italy. Ruffled
'17'Pr.
_ lace shade — White.
Maple, walnut,
mahogany fine

$ An95
g+U each

PICTURE WINDOW TABLE
SPANISH
5
09
$4
A
IN
CH
DINING CHAIRS $1895
e,i fl
Green or black seats
HUTCH
.1

Everybody's got ad
in the beck of his r
tion A &ream cotti
Dreams can be a
know you're doirig
them come true.
And that's what
Plan is all about.
amount you apedi
each paycheck an
Savings Bonds.
Now Bonds ma
years. That's the
period ever, and rr
cal way to save for
come true while
enough to enjoy Et
See the folks ii
where you work.
for sale

a

UNFINISHED — PEDESTAL

ROUND OAK COFFEE TABLE
UNFINISHED

24" — 30"

'

$4695 each
$

BAR STOOLS
Black — White Chrome
E
TT
DINE
DINETTE
TABLE
,
0CO0
$1
4 swivel
_houndstooth cttaIrs (114
5
49
I
$4
'
Check October Coupon for
FREE pair pillows with
-- of 3 piece BedroomSuite. _.
purchase

"THI5

ER 12, 1972

roup
ling
ule(1
Dietetic assos fall meeting
State Reson
Tuesday and
r 17 and IS.
II be held be5:30 p.m. on
and again from
a.m. on the
residing for the
will be Mr..
D, president of
rict Kentucky
ion, Mrs. Char, president of
oegrass Dietetic
ster Catherine
sident of Kenssociation, and
rcell. RD, presile District Ken.
ssocialiOn.
imulate, or Stai;e theme for a
on the evening
e Hure, Eugene
Honchel of the
niversity School
ill compose the
rs for the remainill be Dr. George
derbilt Hospital,
, and Dr. Thom( Vanderbilt Umashville: Willard
y-Callowey-tonnnd Bill Sullivan,
tern of the Kenure, are schedul-the afternoon on
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753-1916
it

Se
FOR SALE
We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks for the
many acts of kindness shown us
following the fire that destroyed
our mobile home and contents at
Almo, on Tuesday, September 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bogard
and children.
1TNC

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CURTIS MATHES

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Horne Additions

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4.6 pento-treated skids

PEST CONTROL
.AVERAGE HOME sprayed fOr
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 753-7266. October20C

Darnell Marine Sales
Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.

FOR SALE

Telephone 753-3734

GIRL'S AND boy's clothing,
sizes 8 through 16. Phone 7534725.
013C
FIVE NICE gilts, to farrow early 1971-750 HONDA. Excellent
November. Also Durotherm oil condition. Phone 489-2658. 013P
stove. Phone 492-8360 after 5:00
p.m.
012C 1971 SET OF World Book Encyclopedias with Child Craft.
1969-12'x52' SAFEWAY trailer, $250.00. Phone 753-2325.
017C
Spanish furniture, gas heat.
Phone 489-2221 after 5:00
016C

USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organ, used
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn,
013C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Term.
013C

ATLAS! CHASSIS
Model 50136 R -Oak Finish
25" diagonal Color Console Automatic Tint Lock
Instant Touch Tuning
Automatic Color Control
Automatic Fine Tuning
Model 50146 P-Pecan Finish
Remote Controi
Dmensions 45.1N 281-1 195D

$57995

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
4:00 p.m.
013C

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-5865

ONE STADIUM chair and one
hand made white poncho. Phone
753-5166 after 1:00 p.m.
013C

fekRLEY

DAVIDSON 74 FL
Choppei .$750.00. Phone 7536564.
014C

Everybody's got a dream lurking around
in the back of his mind. A dream vacation. A dream cotta: A dream car.
Dreams can be a lot more fun if you
know you're doing something to make
them come true.
And that's what the Payroll Savings
Plan w all about When you sign up an
amount you specify 4 set aside from
each paycheck and used to buy US
Savings Bonds.
Now Bonds mature in less than six
years. That's the shortest maturity
period ever, and makes Bonds• practical way to save for dream. you want to
come true while you're still young
enough to enjoy them.
See the folks in the payroll office
where you work. They've got dreams
for sale

YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
Good condition. Phone 7538550.
018P
I970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home,
two bedrooms. New couch and air
conditioner. See at Fox
Meadow's Trailer Court, E10.
018?
COAL HEATING stove in good
condition. Phone 753-2824. 014NC
4

RUMMAGE SALE, Friday. TV
antenna, clothes, pictures, odds
and ends. Stereo, AM&FM radio,
9'x12' rug. Take west 94 to 783
south, 311 miles to sign.
ITC

(
'
Another View

-chin

Olecici

SHOP and COMPARE

SIX MONTH old English Setter,
with papers: Had all shots.
Phone 753-2241 after 5:00
p.m.
012C

Bright New

Portable Record Players
for Kids

WARM MORNING coal stove
With jacket. In good condition.
Cheap. Phone 753-2785.
014NC

Solid State amplifier
Heavy Duty Speaker
Plays all records and speeds

TWO FORMA'S, size 5, $15.00
each. Also mist electric hair
setter, in excellent condition.
Phone 753-3570.
OltNC

With Our Winter Selection From The

COLLEGE SHOP
v WOOL and KNITS
V SPORTCOATS
From $35.00 to 375.00

From

KNIT PANTS
$11.00 t25.00

DRESS SHIRTS
Gant - Sero - Shappely and Oxford
Priced

From 58.00014.00
- Terrific Selection -

by Bronyini and Kings Lynn
Long Sleeve
KNIT PULLOVER SHIRTS
All Styles and Colors
by Bostonian and Jarman
SHOES Suedes and the Wet Look in
2-Tone
All Colors and Styles
All Wools by Bennett-DeansGate
and Warren Sewell
SUITS
30.00 to '45 00
1 Group
All Wools by Bennett - Deansgate
and Warren Sewell
SPORTCOATS
Priced From 20 00tos25 00

One Group

te Chrome

TTE

srec-4
10

-I-t

Slide
volume
control
Automatic frequency control120 minute steep switchrornpiete with earphones and
ft box

PUBLIC SALE

MODEL ENE 300
Bicycle Radio with
Flashlight and buzzer horn builtin.COmplete with mounting bracket, lock
and
keys, batteries and "walk away"
radio cutoff Strap, included.

Compare at '29.95

Mustang Riding Lawn
Mowers powered by Big,
Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
Stratton Motor. Direct
from factory, Still in
crates, over 3,000 Brand
new 1973 Models. With Full
one
year
Factory
Warranty.
Must be sold immediately,
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
Full price total delivered to
your door.

Portable AM

Radio
MODEL 670-Deluxe Sized
Solid State. Easy to read,
color -keyed precision slide
rule dial AC adaptor jack.

AM/FM/AFC

REDUCED

LT
TURN

Sim line design Rotary tuning
dial Built in AM-FM antennas

tor

SANTA!!

each

eall. U.S. PVC 011.-M tiVis erne
•1911 ar WAN*

NEW IDEAL one row corn
picker, rubber tired wagon and
ear corn. Phone 753-2987.
012C

Model No. DCF el

TELEVISION ANTENNA with
rotor, 40' pole, special UHF
antenna, $90.00. Phone 753-9245
after 5:00 p.m.
014C

)996

POOL TABLE and portable
typewriter. Phone 753-7737. 012C

Digital
Clock Radio

ES
, Mgr.

753-5693

AM/FM

1968 SHELBY 12'x60, furnished
mobile home. Central heat and
air, washer included, Spanish
-interior, concrete patio. -.Phone
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m.
017C

tes

with trade

CARPORT SALE,823 North 19th
Street, Friday October 13, from
4:00-8:00 p.m and all day
Saturday, October 14. Small
round top trunk, electric guitar,
clothes, of all sizes.
013C

Of

This Week's Spedais

UPRIGHT PRACTICE piano,
antique green, $50.00. Phone 7536781.
012C

Compare with Other Brands at 3699.95 up!!
Only CURTIS MATHES Gives
The Great Picture Tube Warranty

HOSPITAL BED, same as new.
Complete with mattress. See
Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove
or phone 345-2525.
017?

'46'

FOR SALE

No Foundation Required - Sixes 6.8' to 24.40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewalls and Roof

MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
years old. Two bedrooms,
modern furnishings,central heat.
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00
017C
p.rn.7516444.

for
ith
n--Suite.

THURSDAY-OCTOBER 12, 197/

Call

REGULATION BRUNSWICK
pool table, slate bed, balls, sticks
and rack. 3250.00. Phone 435-5191
after 5:00 p.m.
013C

ONLY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Write for Free
picture brochure.
Mustang Riding
Lawn Mowers
4200 Cadieu
Detroit, Mich.48224
ALLIS CHALMERS combine, 66.
Good condition. Phone 4892473.
012P

Portable Radio

While They Last
$549

MODEL
BM -VERTICAL
STYLE Features: AC &
battery
operation,
leatherette cabinet, felescOOic
whip antenna, built-in battery
charger, shoulder strap &
carrying handle

Only

Others at 53.29
Assorted Colors

$1295

Cassette Recording Tapes - 60 Minntes
* TAPE 99' - 3 for '2.09 - SAVE 88'
* 8-Track Stets Tapes & L.P.'s Buy One at Regular
Price, Get Second One For $1.00 OFF

SPECIAL ON ...

CARPORT SALE, Thursday and
Friday, October 13 and 13 from
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Little
girl's clothes, sizes 4-10. Also
lady's and Men's clothes, shoes,
material, chair, pictures, toys,
rifle reloader and odds and ends.
Central Shopping Center
All bargains. One mile on
'Mayfield Highway, second brick
house on left past Shady Oaks
ABRAHAM LINCOLN rocking
Trailer Court..
012C
chair. If interested phone H&R
Usti Furniture, 753-4716 after
ONE TWIN bed,'oak dresser,
5:00 p.m.
016C
medicine cabinet, 5 H.P. motor
and odds and ends. Phone 7531971 MOBILE HOME 12'x65', 2
6909.
012C
bedroom, 2 baths, all electric and
shag carpet. Call 753-5452 after 5
p.m.
012C

* See Our Big Display of Speakers *

TV SERVICE CENTER

1971-350 HONDA. Excellent
VA LOANS, no down paymentfor condition. Phone 437-4171 after
qualified veteran. 12 years to 5:00 p.m.
013C
Pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. MOVING SALE, odds and ends,
Bank financing on spot. Bill's dishes, baby items, lamps, shoes,
Mobile Hornas,.-3900 Suuth purses and childrens clothes thru
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., she 5.- V'kuuin "MAW:chest
443-6150.
014C College Farm Rd. First house
'
before you get to Calloway
THREE BEAGLES, plain rabbit County High. Saturday 9 a.m. to 1
013C
dogs. Three years old. Phone 7539276.
014?
JQHN DEERE one row corn
SELF PROPELLED John Deere picker. In good condition. P
15 combine. Phone 435-5311. 01413 489-2646.
0I3€

Phone 753-5865
NEW DOUBLE wide mobile STRAW
DELIVERED
IN•
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing Murray 75 cents a bale. Phone
on spot. Plenty of other mobile 489-2352.
012C
homes to choose from. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
stinra**1
Beltlinei Highway, Paducah, Ky., re
443-6150.
014C
CABLEVISION*

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

I

254 each 1
• The Ledger & Times

* Before Oct. 13 and I
*Receive Installation for*
* Only 99t
* CALL 753-5005 *
or Nisit the Murray *
Cablevision Office in the *
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
* on South 12th.
483It***********6
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday, October 13 and 14,
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., 1519
Johnson Blvd. Men's and
women's clothing, shoes, and
houseware, bedspread. rug and
IT!'
drapes.

THUKSDAli—t)CTOBEit

I
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FoUR -1-4-1-IN
Carter School. Has a living room, kitchen, utility
brick home, near the University and
NEAT AS A PIN - Two bedroom
kitchen range,air conditioner.
are wall to wall carpeting, draperies,
room,family room. Extras included
downtown Murray. Has a living room with
-bedroom, two-story frame home, near
on the main floor, "2 bath upstairs and a
OUTSTANDING CONDITION - A 3
bath
full
n with dining area, utility room,
kitche
room,
dining
l
forma
fireplace,
kitchen range, kitchen table and chairs, disposal,
carpeting, central gas heat, draperies,
shower stall in the basement. Has
$17,500 price tag.
2 air conditioners. Well worth the
wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, disposal.
Three bedroom brick with 1"2 baths,
om on the main floor; two bedrooms and "2
NEAR DOWNTOWN MURRAY bedro
one
and
oom
bathr
kitchen-dining area,
Floor plan includes a living room,
basement has a shower stall.
bath on the second floor. The full
tobacco
op ) and Collins Road ( gravel I. Has a good size
SECTION of Craig Road blackt
ximately 1,000
Appro
area.
d
woode
nice
sites,
ng
58 ACRE FARM AT THE INTER
buildi
acres of tillable land, numerous
barn, frame house I not livable. 40
only $16,500.
at
Priced
ge.
fronta
feet of blacktop
ty.
new brick homes on both sides of this proper
T with wood- s and a good well. Nice
GENTLY SLOPED 2 ACRE TRAC
y.
Located 312 miles West of Murra
. feet of blacktop frontage on the Miller-Hicks Road.'
L LAND with approximately 500
ELEVEN ACRE TRACT OF LEVE
in keeping a few horses or cattle.
sted
intere
ne
enough acreage for someo
Good location for a nice home and
.
-Calloway Recreation Club. Check our prices
2 to 10 acres each, near the Henry
SEVERAL SMALL TRACTS,from
Street, Murray. Features a large living room,
-Bedroom brick home at 1502 Henry
and
ATTRACTIVELY DECORATED 3
wall carpeting, kitchen range, air conditioner
room, carport, attic storage, wall to
kitchen-dining room, bath, utility
draperies.
. This
ed with only 5 of the 6 units currently rented
THE INVESTMENT is being receiv
st and can pay for itself in
intere
cent
per
A 22 PER CENT RETURN ON
6
at
ed
financ
be
Can
the Murray city limits.
property is located on Hwy. 121, near
years.
5
than
more
y
slightl
lot next
city water, sewerage, natural gas. Extra
a 3-bedroom frame home in Hazel. Has
$4.250 IS THE FULL PRICE FOR
onal.
door can be bought for $500 additi
ic
Subdivision, Puryear, Tenn. Has 1 ceram
oom brick home in Puryear Heights
t and a
carpor
ing,
carpet
wall
to
NEARING COMPLETION - A 3-bedr
wall
air,
and
heat
in the kitchen-family room, central
baths, built-in range, oven and hood
lot.
2'
100'x21
ing,
that has hardwood floors and carpet
of an attractive 3-bedroom brick home
room,
amily
n-f
kitche
room,
SOUTH 11TH STREET•IS THE location
living
large
a
and hood, dishwasher and disposal. Has
central heat and air, built-in range, oven
e shed and a 75'x150' lot.
storag
e
outsid
14'x30'
a
baths,
ic
ceram
2
-utility room,carport,
carpeted living room, large kitchenbrick home at 1615 Locust Drive. Has a
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION - A 3-bedroom
ed are a kitchen range and hood,
includ
Extras
lot.
0'
80'x20
carport and an
family room, utility room, PI baths,
s will trade for farm property.
Owner
.
ioning
condit
a, draperies and central air
refrigerator, garbage disposer, TV antenn
downtown Murray. Has a large
home. Located on South 4th Street, near
COMMERCIAL LOT WITH A 2-bedroom frame
concrete basement and a small price.
acres of good tillable land and more
9 miles from Murray. Approximately 45
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM on Hwy. 614, just
some new fencing, about sevenwell,
good
a
work. Has a 4-stall stock barn,
could be added with a slight amount of dozer
water the year around.
tenths mile of blacktop frontage, running

To I
ledgi
WANTED TO

FOR SALE
D
12x64-1971 FLEETWOO
room
living
with
home,
mi'bile
metal
expand''. Also 12'x12'
Landutility building to stay.
Central heat and air,
baths, shown
three bednioms, 1'2
753-8560
Phone
!Wilt.
mnti
app'
in
days.
48
753-36
or
p.m.
6:00
after
Q16C
205 Riviera Courts.

e home,
1972
12'06, large expando. Carpeted,
air, washer, dryer, fireplace,
large porch, underpenned, tornado straps. completely set up.
016C
Riviera Courts,753-3966.
NOTICE
COME TO Canton, Ky., home of
017C
the Red Geranium.

ng in a 12 per cent return on the
near downtown Murray. Presently bringi
FULLY RENTED DUPLEX FRAME house
asking price.
the Cherry corner Baptist Church. Full price $1,200.
140'x198' WOODED BUILDING site near
large ceralnic bath, hardwood
Lynnwood Estates. Has central heat and air,
ALMOST NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in
garage and an outside storage
car
kitchen-family room with built-ins, one
floors, sliding glass doors to the backyard,large
ty.
shed. Owners will consider a trade for farm proper
for $5,500, but owners will
AGE in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Listed
SEMI-FINISHED 2-BEDROOM FRAME COTT
-- consider any reasonable offer.
that has wall to wall carpeting, central heat, kitchen
home
brick
oom
-bedr
4
new
t
almos
An
FOR RENT OR FOR SALE
lake.
room,carport and a large shady lot near the
built-ins, 2 ceramic baths, extra large family
ent, living room with a fireplace, dining
Avenue and 14th Street. Has a full basem
a
LARGE TWO-STORY HOME on Hughes
ng that has 6 rental-units that provide
buildi
r
At the rear _of.,the propery is anothe
_
- room,kitchen, 2-baths,3-bedrooms.
as a fraternity house.
gcsource of income. Suitable for use
in soybeans this year-and another 20
Southwest of Hazel, in Tennessee. Has 40 acres
116 ACRE FARM,LOCATED 442 miles
gravel road. Year around springs on each
this year. Located on both sides of a good
acres tillable, but not in cultivation
side of the road.
„
h the water supply and finance
furnis
will
Owner
y.
Murra
of
South
s
imately Smile
MOBILE HOME LOTS on US-641, approx
dovmpay-ment.
the lots himself with only a very small
will include the property, stock, fixtures
limits of Murray. For $15,000 the owner
SMALL BUSINESS FOR SALE in the city
ss.
busine
the
them
teach
sufficient period of time to
and will work with the new owners for a
ic baths, kitchen with built-ins, central
home in Canterbury Estates. Has 2'1 ceram
- ALMOST COMPLETED 4-BEDROOM
large foyer with an open staircase,
room,
dining
l
forma
room,
ace in the family
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, firepl
y's finest homes.
double garage and a large lot. One of Murra
m frame home. Located 7 miles East of

40 ACRE FARM WITH a 2-bedroo

Murray,in the vicinity of Faxon School.

onal
Hazel. Large shady lot with an additi
Tennessee side of State Line Road, in West
FIVE ROOM FRAME HOME,on the
for both is only $6,500.
orchard lot available, if desired. price
quarters consist of a large
'8', with a shop area of 40'x40'. Deluxe office
PRE-FAB ARMCO STEEL BUILDING, 40'x62
land at the intersection of
of
tract
acre
2
a
on
ed
carpeting and 2 baths. Situat
reception room,3 paneled offices, wall to wall
2 state highways.
and wall to wall carpeting.
with aluminum siding. Interior has paneling
COMPLETELY REMODELEI1 4-room home
has plenty of road frontage.
Located in the center of a one acre tract that
oom frame home on State Street, in
is leaving the state and needs to sell the 2-bedr
PRICE REDUCED TO $3,500!!! Owner
The 100'x210' lot has city water
bath.
and
ted interior, large kitchen, living room
Hazel. Has a new front porch, newly repain
arranged.
and sewerage. Financing can be easily
Subdivision. Buy now and you can
in Lynnwood Estates and in Fairview Acres
JUST STARTED - A 3 bedroom brick home
home.
new
always wanted in your
make all of the selections that you have
ision. All have a water supply and
Church Road, adjacent to Keniana Shores Subdiv
MOBILE HOME LOTS on Blood River
interest.
cent
per
6
at
ing
financ
Full
from $795 up.
Some have septic tanks already install&l. Priced
derwood Crossing Road,
and plenty of open land. Located on the Puryear-Un
TEN ACRE TRACT with a good water supply
at only $5,000.
approximately 2 milesirom Hazel. Priced
WATERFRONT LOT on Blood River, with

279' frontage on the water.
ntucky State line. Ideal for development.

South, just over the Tennessee-Ke
SIX ACRE TRACT OF LAND on US-641
downtown
TWCr BEDROOM FRAME HOME near
rental income.

cent return on the
Murray. Has a low, low price that provides a.12 per

Panorama Shores,
ision, Jackson Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Fairview Acres,
BUILDING LOTS in Sherwood ForestSubdiv
s.
l
Estate
Wiswel
Grove Heights and
Pine Bluff Shores, Blood River Subdivision,
ection of Johnny Robertson Road and Hwy.94.

150'x200' WOODED LOT at the inters

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fuiton -Young Realty -Inc.
Phone 753-7333
4th & Maple Streets
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946

Home Phones:
Ishmael StInsoin, 753-3744

— LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE —

TUPPERWARE accidently put
in white 63 or 64 Buick at Triangle
Inn, Wednesday, October 4. Will
party please phone Triangle Inn
013C
753-4953,

If You
Miss Your Paper
Phone...

Invites You To A

Liquidation .Sale
Of Entire Antique Inventory
CHERRY BEDROOM SUITE
WALNUT MARBLE TOP TABLES
WALNUT HALL TREES
Come down 95 to Calvert City, Ky.,
LOCATION: 912 Railroad Avenue in Calvert City, Ky.
just before crossing the Railroad track
drive to Railroad track, turn right on Railroad Ave.
and proceed two blocks.

Friday, October -1-3, 1972
7:00 P.M.—To be held in a heated building
Grandfather Clock, Brass Bird
PARTIAL LISTING: Walnut Dresser with Marble Top,
Cherry Bedroom Suit, Walnut
Piece
Three
obe,
t
Wardr
Walnu
stand,
foot
6
with
Cage,
Walnut Marble Top Tables,
al,
Pedest
Center
has
Table
,
Chairs
Four
Dining Table with
Chair, Oak Icebox,
Dining
Oak
t,
Cabine
Cup
d
Glass
2-Box Wall Telephones, Leade
Chairs, Walnut
Four
and
Sofa
Back
ion
Polaroid 800 Camera (like new, Walnut Medall
Ziffer, Pie
er
Front,
y
Palist
Cherr
t,
n
Cabine
Kitche
t
r,
Walnu
Rocke
Gentleman's Chair, Oak
Glass
Seat,
r,
Love
Strolle
r
Baby
Wicke
Safe, Walnut Hall Trees, Walnut Desk and Chair,
are many other Items of furThere
t.
Cabine
Curti°
y
Cherr
Stool,
Cane
r,
Grinde
Coffee
y, stone jugs and pitchers, old
niture, Much iron ware, picture frames, Roseville Potter
items.
are
glassw
l
trunks will be included. There are also severa
planning to close Calvert My
Et erythinig will be sold, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Colson are
n is to be held inside so come
Auctio
.
spring
next
be
open
to
try
Antique for the winter but will
Rain or Shine.
final
al checks with proper identification. All sales
TERMS: Cash,certified checks or person
an exemption number.
day of auction, plus 5 per cent sales tax, unless you have
All merchandise must be moved by October 15.

DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER, ASSOC.,

SHOEMAKER AUCTION & LIVESTOCK
COMPANY - Auctioneers Phone 753-3375

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening

AUCTION SALE

Murray, Kentucky

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
SERVICES OFFERED
October 14, 10:00 a.m. at the late
Enos Burnett home, 1 12 miles
If you know your route
west of Backusburg on Graves
boy's number, please call
Calloway County line and on
and
hun twat If you get no
Mayfield-Backusburg Road.
the
results then call John
.
freeze
r
Winte
from
Folks this is a big sale of good
• Protects driveways
Pasco , Jr at the above
collector items and useable
old
- number during the hours
ways and renews old
drive
new
rves
Prese
•
ure. I will itemize only part
furnit
.,listed
e
of it. Old cttifferobe, treadl
_ drivevkm.
•—
sewing machine, coffee- .
flax
wheel,
ng
spinni
ate.
EELLIT'S TERMI1 E and Pesi
case,
estim
Free
•
spool
.
• All work guaranteed
Control, phone 753-3914; 100 South
wheel, old trunks, antique
you
day
y
rs, picture • frames, old
dresse
13th Street. "Ever
Ky.
,
ield
Mayf
Phone 247-7201 —
loom, fancy brass Aladdin lamp,
delay lets bugs have their
TFC
spool leg center table with glass
way."
air rifles,
RAL HOUSE wiring. balls and claw feet, old
GENE
NOTICE
chairs,
odd
and
too
couch
job
No
nice
.
rework
or
CE
NOTI
Installation
and
piano
old
te
safes,
pie
estima
s,
for
rocker
big or too small.C,all
October23P stool, nice old poster bedroom
436-2159, Jim. .
suite, cedar chest, old books, 12
shotgun, fancy lamps, toy
comgauge
BARN PAINTING and
center table,
mercial spraying. Local painter. typewriter, walnut
stove and
safe,
door
ate.
glass
estim
Free
.
References
refrigerator.
Phone Farmington 382SAT. & SUN.
r20C I ots af good old glass and
Octobe
2299.
_
china, preserve stand, cut and
at 1:00 p.m. Only
MUSIC LESSONS: all band in- depression glass, lots of tea
MGM
struments, all ages. Pianos, kettles, irons, wash kettles, bean
•
strings, guitar; beginners only. pots, jars, jugs and churns. Could
All Seats 75' •
Experienced teacher. 753not list all the good items. 017P Farm Equipment; Nice 300
Wig* Im• terakt
1470.
Massey Eurgerson combine with
the vonderful
ATTENTION HOME owners i Let 11 foot grain table and 222 corn
musical
555
us completely cover your home header and spike tooth cylinder,
with Reynolds weather tight extra good shape. 1964 two ton
adventure ...
"
4
1
8.
aluminum siding. Also we do Chevrolet track with big grain
soffitt and overhangs ,..on brick. bed, extra good. 32 :foot grain
114 V prinerb
Carp Po/ hultwann
•Z
Storm windows & door, shutters elevator and•lots of small tools
.410/
and carports. Free estimates. and grab boxes.
%
4111
111
164...N4
4'
Come expecting a good sale
4111161.m..s.,
Call Garland's Aluminum SerVA]
"
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or Combine and truck will be. sold at
October23C noon.
Sedalia 328-8398.
16
Sale conducted by: Otto
For
CARPET-LINOLEU-M in- Chester's Auctien Service.
••• it% CO/OrSOffie
stallations and repairs, all types. information call 435-4042, Lynn
Residential or commercial. For Grove, Ky. or 345-2385. Otto
L;
LLt
Chester, Auctioneer. Dan Miller,
free estimate phone 436C1.11
.c11
2124.
NovemberIC Assistant. -"It Pays To Sell The
Hungry Enough
UNDER NEW management.
Chester Way."
To Eat A Cow & Calf'
Westerman Brothers Body Shop,
WILL DO any type of carpenter
Watch aext week's paper for
Two Can Have Breakfast
For A Buck And A Half
work, small or large jobs. Free another big antique'auction sale
formerly Green's Body Shop, now
5 a m — Breakfast
0121'
estimate. Phone 753open to general public. Bumping, Open
near Coldwater.
An
g.
weldin
num
alumi
also
November2C
ng,
painti
7955.
INN
No job too. big or small. Located
AUCTION SALE, Sunday, Oc-seven miles out New Concord
,JOHN'S REPAIR Service tper 15, 1:45 p.m., on Hwy. 69
018C .1 & W Texaco. Jerry" Ross and ,Plumbing-electrical-roofing and north, just out of city limits of
Highway, 121 South.
Charles$ Idr id g e managers. carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or Paris. Old dated fruit jars, glass,
TFC bottles, composition dolls,' 30"
Opening Friday, September 22. 753-7625 nights.
i
r
IGN UP FOR
Risk doll, Madame Alexander,
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz,r
ng, Princess Elizabeth and Alex
,
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air BULLDOZER WORK trucki
ioning and road service. also bank gravel, fill dirt and dolls, and other collectables.
Before Oct 13 and :condit
8,
437-9594,11m-din, Ky. October 21C topsoll. Phone Hardin, 354-813
Roseveile, books and wall
TFC
or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
:Receive Installation for
telephone. Owner, Mary Wilson.
•
Auctioneer Shorty McBrideS
RONIC
• SMALL WORLD ELECT
IT('
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus 247.
•
307 N. 4th .753-6091
.cottker.bns..1415itte_753-TELEV141014,
CAU. Ja.1-5005 y
,
RADt0,
October25C AUCTION SALE, every Kriday
8090.
ui the Murra
SMALL APPLIANCE
•
• orsis
SALES & SERVICE
• Cablevision Office in the
night at 641 Auction House in
SPECIALIZING IN CB R. CAR
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Pans. This week another load
Bel Air Shopping Center
IIRADFO REPAIR
'in.stallation. Phone 753-7850, TFC from St. Louis. Don't miss it.
• on South 12th.
II
'kw
Auctioneers; Shorty McBrideITC
247, James E. Travis-278.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Question: HOWMANVD01.1.ARSFORM .
Help
Can
,
I
,-We
Call
•
FOR RENT suite of offices.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
John Randolph Realty Auction
Adequate parking, 711 Main
Street. Phone 753-7846, or 753- 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone
'Phone /538382
1111 Syr:aripore
TFC 11550,
1409
TECSERVICES OFFERED

H&H SEAL COATING

latelEBIESEIBIEBIELESBMESSIM11111111111

CAAAPAA I lav'presefirs
CHiLDRENS
MATiNEES

thumb'

WilBSEIRES1E1

A

• CABLEVISION :
•

Only 99c

* WA

Calvert City Antiques

and
CI.EAN CARPETS the save
Rent
.
Lustre
Blue
with
safe way
electric shampooer $1. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center. 014C
YAMAHA GUITAR with case.
Cost new $150.00, will sell for
$85.00. Three months old. Can be
012C
seen at 1002 Poplar.

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

y,
*

witi

Lots of
Ph
*
*- 753-621::
*****=
FOR R:
TWO BEDROOM
decorated, wall to ,
Ideal for couple (
one child. Refer(
For further info:
753-7791.
REAL NICE two
furnished duple:
Stove and refrii
carpeted, central
Phone 753-4478 or 7
TWO BE DROOt
duplex apartment
month plus uti
deposit. Couple oh
child only. Call 7!
1351.
NICE THREE 11
apartment. Pref
single person. Ph(
pets.
ICE ONE bedri
apartment. Also
unfurnished apar
753-5079.

BEAUTIFUL A
unfurnished. Tv
living room, kil
bath. Carpeted, a
dishwasher, refri
and garbage dispc
4974 or 753-3865.

TWO BEDROOM
preferred. Refer(
Dill at Dill's
Murray Drive I
trance.

WANT T!

Music I.
Professional
Piano,organ, •
accordion, drt
instruments. .
Center, Murr
75.

WANT TO B1
automatic wast
Phone 753-3570.

WANT TO BU'
attic junk, or ar
Pbone 436-2135.

SERVICES

PROFESSION/
carpets, floor:
wall cleaning.
housewide ci
• bimonthly or
collect Servici
estimate, 247-7:

IGM

CABLE

Before 0
Receive Ir

Onl
CALL

or visit
Cablevisic
Bel Air Sh
on South

WILL DO iro
Inquire at 1002
Street.

WILL BABY.;
to midnight.
sportation. C
Phone 753-392

.H&H,.SEAL
driveways ft
Preserves rt,
renews old d
guaranteed
Phone Mayfii

TROFF-SSIO
experienced.'
tenor. Fully
painting. Fri
489-2287.
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
WANTED TO RENT
N SALE

es

w ANT-ADS
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WANTED TO RENT

BY OWNER
Brick trf-level, on nice lot in Canterbury Estates. Has
four bedrooms, den, study, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen with all the extras, large utility, 2V2
baths, all ceramic tiled, 2 car garage with automatic
opener.

*

For Appointment
*
*
*
Phone 753-3110
*
Prefer Fireplace,
*
Lots of Storage and Bath with Shower .*
*
*
HELP WANTED
,AT KENIANA Shores the
*
Phone 753-1916 Days
* EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES, smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
'start at $795. Only $10. down and
4 753-6213 Nights Ask for Mrs. Williams * full
time and part time work.
access. All

• Brass Bird
Suit, Walnut
Top Tables,
Oak Icebox,
irs, Walnut
nt, Ziffer, Pie
e Seat, Glass
ilems of furpitchers, old

I,
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All sales final
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is a big sale of good
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chifferobe, treadle
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aw feet, old air rifles,
h and odd chairs,
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old poster bedroom
r chest, old books, 12
gun, fancy lamps, to
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good old glass and
serve stand, cut and
glass, lots of tea
ns, wash kettles, bean
jugs and churns. Could
1 the good items. _
Equipment; Nice 300
urgerson combine with
amn table and 222 corn
d spike tooth cylinder,
shape. 1964 two ton
truck with big grain
a good. 32 -foot grain
anthlots of small tools
boxes.
expecting a good sale
and truck will be,soia at
conducted by: Otto
Auction Service. For
ion call 435-4042, Lynn
Ky. or 345-2385. Otto
Auctioneer. Dan Miller.
t. -"It Pays To Sell The
Way."
.
aext week's paper for
big antique auction sale
dwater.
012P
N SALE, Sunday, Oc, 1:45 p.m., on Hwy. 69
ust out of city limits of
Id dated fruit jars, glass,
composition dolls, 30"
ill, Madame Alexander,
s Elizabeth and Alex
and other collectables.
ile, books and wall
ne. Owner, Mary Wilson.
eer Shorty McBride1TC
N SALE, every Ftriday _
t 641 Auction House in
This week another -load
t. Louis. Don't miss it.
rs; Shorty McBridees E.Travis-278.
ITC

$10 per month. Lake
Must be neat and efficient. No utilities including central water.
****************** phone calls. Colonial House Phone
TFC
436-5320.
TFC
Smorgasbord.
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
BY OWNER; Reduced, three
WANTED PART time or full time bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
WANTED
CARPENTER'S waitress. Evening shift. Apply in Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM house newly
decorated, wall to wall carpeting. helper,full time. Phone 753TFC
person to Paglia's Pizza, 510 1668.
Ideal for couple or couple with 7955.
main.
TFC
014C_
_
one child. Reference required.
BY OWNER; four bedroom
For further information phone
home, with larii den, large
FOR RENT
753-7791.
private patio, large utility room,
012C
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
REAL NICE two bedroom ungarbage disposal. Close to Carter
house, large utility, garage,
First Rate Body Man
and Middle Schools. Priced to
furnished duplex apartment.
upstairs, lots of storage space.
Stove and refrigerator, fully
sell, Bank loan available to right
for Body Shop
Electric or gas heat. Phone 753person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
carpeted, central heat and air.
8243 or 753-0480 after 5:00 p.m. T.
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. 016C
753-6342 nights.
TFC
slop
Wages
Paid
FC

Help Wanted

WANTED

Trotter's Gulf

I

AWASAK/ 500. Phone 75&Tt____
TFC-

QM.

SMILE!!! YOU'RE ONTO SOMETHING GREAT. Here's a
beautiful home in a pretty neighborhood. 3 bedrooms, 11
/
2
baths. A kitchen you'll love to cook in because it has the best
appliances. Family room can serve as formal dining room.
It's carpeted throughout. You will also find a storage room
off the carport. The landscaping is perfect. It's ready for
immediate occupancy,so look at it, buy it, and move right in.
DUPLEX OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS on South 16th Street.
Each side has large living room,kitchen, two bedrooms, bath
with utility area,central heat and air. Both sides leased.
COUNTRY CHARM IN BRICK, 3 bedrooms, kitchen-den,
large living room,electric heat and carport. Arranged neatly
on a 5 acre tract, only 10 miles from Murray on Highway 94.
Call us to look this one over anytime.
WAIT WATCHERS-WE'VE GOT ONE FOR YA'. Slim in
price and good-looking. Her best features are formal dining
room, lovely kitchen with all built-ins including refrigerator,
carpets, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, with one acre of land. $26,900
and only 3 years old.
SHINY NEW HOME. JUST WHAT you want! Buy now and
pick your colors and carpets. House features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, 2 car garage, central heat and air, all built-ins in
kitchen. Best yet is the price.. $25,000.00. Better Hurry and
call us on this one.
AIN'T IT AWFUL? HOW LITTLE YOU get for your money
these days? That's why we think this 3 bedroom brick with
11
/
2 baths is such a good buy. It also has central heat and air
conditioning. It's only $20,800 and that includes a fenced in
back yard. Wives, you'll love the kitchen and there is plenty
of closet space too. A. true bargin!!
.
30 ACRES OF WOODED LAND NEAR LITTLE OAKS. Just
$10,500 gives you a nice place near the lake. Paved road to
property. Let us show this to you.
HERE IT IS!!!! 75 acres for only $8,750 Call us about this
one
100 ACRES NORTHWEST OF KIRKSEY.Only $200 per acre.
High State of cultivation. Owner has doubled yield in last 5
years. Water on farm all year around. Farm had double crap
this year. Plenty of timber too. No home to worry about, just
land Expand your operation and increase your profits" 11
OVER THIRTY BUT IT CAN BE TRUSTED! Trusted to be a
/
2
comfortable home at a reasonable price. There's over 11
acres in the lot too. Enjoy the spaciousness of this older 3
bedroom, 1 bath home near Kirksey. Air conditioned too.
THE LOOK IS WOW!! Lived in and loved for just a few
months. This 3 bedroom Brick hes central heat and air and is
carpeted throughout. You'll also find a huge walitihru closet
for extra storage space. It has two baths. The twine is
complete with stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, co
washer and dryer. Enjoy the living room or the fireplace in
the family room. It's all in Sherwood Forrest. Please call for
an appointment. 26 ACRES ONLY ONE MILE FROM KENLAKE. Has 800'
highway frontage. About two thirds of land is wooded. Ideal
for hotne or income producing. Only $12,800 will make it
yours!!!

Jerry's

WANTED

ilioliday Restaurant

IMP

Call Tacker's 153-4342

LAKE FRONT COTTAGE AVAILABLE" !'With water on
three sides of this cottage you have one of the most beautiful,
scenic, views of Ky. Lake. The cottage has 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, screened in front porch, bath, and living room with a
large fireplace. If you have always wanted a place on the
lake now is the time to buy. Lake property gets higher every
year!!!

r WAITRESS 1

41.4.

1. How to make an offer? 2. How much downpayment is needed? 3. How to get a loan? 4. How much the monthly
payment is? 5. How to handle all the paper work? NO? Find out the easy way!!!

BEGINNER'S SPECIAL. YOUR CHOICE of 403-5-7 South
llth Street. Two bedrooms with full finished upstairs, living
room and kitchen. Great for starting into the home rental
business. Make an offer!'

Only 996

!

If You'Wont To Buy A Home
DO YOU KNOW

WANTED
WAITRESS

CABLEVISION

PAINTING',

OR SALE OR TRADE

1

•All Tools Furnished 60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
brick house, 8 miles south of
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
Phone 753-8498
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
conditioned, utilities furnished.
For Further Information
one 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436One block from University
5489.
TFC
campus. Coupler only, no pets.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC AVON CHRISTMAS earnings can
holidays THREE BEDROOM
brick'
help make the
NICE THREE room furnished
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished happier for your entire family! veneer house, located at 507
apartment. Prefer couple or apartment, with
stove and It's easy selling fine Avon Whitnell Avenue. Phone 436-5580
single person. Phone 753-4716.No
refrigerator. 1108 Elm Street. No products from our irresistible before 2:00 or after 5:00
016C children. Phone 436-2.326_
Pets.
012C
012C Christmas catalogs. Call now p.m.
collect: Mrs. Glenda Duke, 1-443-NICE ONE bedroom furnished
Octoberl2C THREE BEDROOM brick home
ONE SINGLE bedroom apart- 4465.
apartment. Also two bedroom
with 11
/
2 baths, patio, outside
ment
and
double
one
bedroom
unfurnished apartment. Phone
MAN OR Boy wanted for storage building. All appliances
apartment.
Both
with
private
012C
753-5079.
bath and electric heat. Available miscellaneous work. Must have built-in. If interested ,phone 7530I7C
immediately.
Ronald W. Chur- driver's license. Apply to Ber- 5287.
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
nard Steen at Lassiter-McKinney
chill,
phone
753-2736
or
753unfurnished. Two bedrooms,
012C BY OWNER; stone house, full
8395.
013C Datsun.
living room, kitchen, utility,
basement, central gas heat, air
bath. Carpeted, air conditioned, FOUR ROOM house, bath and
conditioned. Priced reasonable.
• Phone 753-1963 after 4:00
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove screened in back porch. Four
and garbage disposal. Phone 753- miles south on 641. Adults only.
014P
Service Station Attendant
4974 or 753-3865.
016C Phone 492-8336.
•
013C
Experience Man
• THREE BEDROOM brick house
Preferred
TWO BEDROOM trailer. couple
• with central heat and air, on
NICE TWO bedroom duplex,
•
But Not Necessary
preferred. References. See B.B.
15(0(200' size lot. Located three
central heat and air conditioned.
Full Time Employment • miles north of Murray on 16th
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
•
Located at corner 17th and
No Phone Calls
•
Kurray_prive In Theatre en014C
Hamilton. Also three bedroom
• Street. Phone 753-6795.
Inquire at:
trance.
•
house, located 205 South 12th
•
AUTOS FOR SALE
•
Strreet. Phone Roberts Realty,
•
753-1651.
013C
WANT TO BUY
• LOW MILEAGE 1967 Chrysler
641 South
New Yorker. Loaded with extras.
Exceptionally nice car. Phone
WANTED
MAN,
Music Lessons
25 years of age 753_6781.
"Az ACRE TRAILER lot, in
012C
Professional teachers of
country, off Airport Road. Water or older to work in vinyl top
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
furnished, electric pole already App13' in person, no phone calls 1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT.
accordion, drums and band ' set up. Only $25.00 per month. please. Roy's Top Shop, 4th
$800.00 or best offer. Top
instruments. J &'B Music
013C mechanical condition. Will trade
Phone 753-6598.
013P Vine.
Center, Murray, Ky. 753for Jeep with cloth top of corn7575.
EXTRA NICE three bedroom
arable quality. Phone 753-4184
house, 1.4 mile from city limits.
after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Phone Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
WANT TO BUY good used
Furniture, between 8:00 a.m. and
1971 DATSUN 1200, white with
automatic washer. Reasonable. 5:30 p.m.,
753-4566.
TFC
black interior, 30,000 actual
Phone 753-3570.
012NC
Day & Night Shift
miles. New tires. Built in tape
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
player, mag wheels. .Take over
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
Phone 753-5311.
Apply In Person
025C
payments, 14 payments been
attic junk, or anything of value.
made. Contact Randall PatPbone 436-2135.
017C
at
THREE BEDROOM house with
terson, Dees Bank of Hazel, or
bath and garage. On Highway
phone 492-8271. Reason for
SERVICES OFFERED
121, one mile West of Coldwater.
selling,owner in service. 012C
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; Phone 489-2596 after 5:00
South 12th St
014C
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
carpets, floors, furniture and p.m.
blue, black interior, 4 speed.
wall cleaning. Ask about our
housewide cleaning, weekly, SIX ROOM house, fully fur- NEEDED ONE salesman to work Excellent condition, $1500.00.
013P
bimonthly or monthly. Phone nished. Available nor'. Located Murray area. Company car Phone 489-2471.
collect Servicemaster for free 109 South 12th Street. $95.00 per furnished for business and
TFC
1965 CHEVROLET van, good
estimate, 247-7333. October13NC month. Phone 753-4331.
pleasure. Group hospital and life
condition. New tires. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- insurance, retirement paid 100 3572.
013C
IGN UP FOR
ment, central heat and air, per cent by company. $8000 to
$12,000
first
year
potential.
Must
carpet throughout, ceramic tile
1968 OPEL CADET IS 45,000
bath, drop in range. Phone 753- have previous sales experience mifes $475.00. See at 1610 College
Before Oct 13 and
or
sales
aptitude.
Interviews
will
7850 or 753-1585.
TFC
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or Farm Road. Call 753-5808 after
Receive Installation for
on
Saturday if necessallt. Call 4:30,
TWO B -15Room furnished or
014C
Orkin
in Paducah 442-8251 collect
unfurnished apartment, central
for
appointment.
TFC
heat and air. Good location.
CALL 753-5005
1969 CHEVELLE TWO -door
Available October 1. Phone 753or visit the Murray
hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine,
4331.
TFC
Cablevision Office in the
bucket seats, automatic in floor.
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
on South 12th
p.m.
017P
color TV,air conditioned, electric
feat. $100.00 per month, deposit
1970 DODGE DART Swinger 340,
Afternoon Shift
WILL DO ironing in my home. required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
with black vinyl top. Extra nice.
Inquire at 1002 Poplar
Right Away
$1895.00. Phone 753-0399 between
012C FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Street.
2:00-4:00 p.m._ or after 9:00
Phone
living nn'iii. kitchen, bathrimun
013C
p.m.
.
WILL BABY-SIT from 12:00 noon with shower and bath. One or two,
to midnight. Have own tran- hydro suns. Zit »merman Apart1970 MAVER/CK, Car is in exsportation. Can give references. ments.,..
- ,&01.,16th Street, 753cellent condition. New tires and
A
rora
Ky.474-9770
016C 6609.
Phone 753-3921.
Novel iber7C
superb gas mileage. Extra sharp.
- - -Phone 753-8818 of. 753-9997. 0I4C
-.-H&H,SEAL C,oatirif„ Protects TWQ PFDIVOM mobile ,home,
F.XFCUTI
..11KVELOPMENT
freeze:
winter
driveways from
10'x40', all electric, air cOn-4.MPEKIAL - Lelitarou
Preserves new driveways and ditioned. Water and garbage pick Program. 75 year old company loaded,
telescoping height and tilt
will hire 3 College men for the
renews old driveways. All work up furnished. Phone 753wheel, electric seats, stereo, etc
..
Executive.
Development
guaranteed and free estimate. 6551.
012P Program in the Murray area. All Low: mileage, immaculate.
Phone Mayfield 247-7201. 023C
018C
expense paid Home Office $4940.00. Phone 753-8316.
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky training to start in Noveraber
'PROFESSIONAL
Lake. Two bedrooms, air con- with combined 2 year field 1967 OLDSMOBILE 88, power
experienced-4n interior and exditioned,
completely furnished. assistant. Income up to $13,000 steering, power brakes, air. Good
tenor. Fully equipped for all
Will
cent
by week or .month. second year. For further in- condition. Four door. Can be seen
painting. Free estimates. Phone
at 602 Maple or call 7533107 after
Phone 436-2284.
- TFC formation write EDP. P.O. Box
489-2287.
October17C
0.14C
902,Sikeston, Mo.63801.
6
ITC 5:00p.m.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
duplex apartment. $110.00 per
month plus utilities. $50.00
deposit. Couple ot couple and one
child only. Call 753-4599 or 7531351.
012C

1

City. Ky.,
ilroad track

.

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

-HOUSE--*4
Young married couple
4
with one child, permanent
residents of Murray

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at .

11111111111111111111111111111111111 1 ‘•

******************
* WANT TO RENT 1
*
*
*

THURSDAY-OCTOBER 12, 1972

MOTHER-IN-LAW? WE ALL HAVE THEM and they
deserve a nice private living room, bedroom, kitchen, and
bath of their own. You deserve the main house with 3 large
bedrooms, living room and family room, and 11
/
2 baths in
main part of house. There is also an efficiency apartment
upstairs too. No this isn't an old house that has been
remodeled. WE are ready to show it.
_
DANIEL BOONE FRIED CHICKEN PLACE Chestnut
Street next to theatres, zoned B-2. Lot is 100'000'.
Everything goes, land, buildings, and equipment. It's where
the action is
H
BIG ENOUGH FOR FAMILY, not too big for pocketbook. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, large family room with fireplace, built in
kitchen, central heat and air, big, big, patio 2 car carport,
carpets, drapes, neat, nice, and priced at $30,000.
LIKE THE RUGGED LOOK? Then take a look at this home
on Waldrop Drive. The lot is heavily:00rd and the inside
reflects the mood of the rustic outdoors. The Living room has
a large fireplace. The kitchen and dining area is I. shaped off
the living room. There are two oearooms ana plenty ot closet
space. There is a full basement that is rented out. Basement
hat kitchen and bath too. This can almost pay for itself. Call
us today.

LOTS-CITY LOTS, COUNTY LOTS, LAKE LOTS, HOME
LOTS, BUSINESS LOTS, LOTS, LOTS, LOTS. YOU WANT
THEM AND WE'VE GOT THEM AND WE'RE READY TO
DO BUSINESS. COME ON OUT!!!
01.

100 ACRES IN KIMSEY. Finest cropland available. Also
has potential as subdivision. AAA investment. But it while
_
it's available!!!

41•••
••••••
AM.

COLD HARD FACTS ARE ALL THAT ARE needed to
describe this 3 bedroom brick on Henry Street with 11
/
2 baths.
Also has central heat and air, living room arid family room.
dishwasher and garbage disposal. Call for an appointment
for the rest of the details.
IF LINE IS BUSY KEEP TRYING!! Everyone will be
calling to find out about this gorgeous 3 bedroom brick home
with 2/
1
2acre lot across from Elm Grove church. The kitchen
is fit for a gourmet cook. Enjoy the warmth of a glowing fire
in the fireplace during the winter months ahead. Never had
enough closet space? No problem here. An extra garage to
store the boat for the winter too. A home builders masterpiece built for a perfectionist. Yes, it is expensive, but you
can't replace it for the asking price. Please call for an appointment.
LARGE PLAYROOM FOR THE CHILDREN upstairs away
from your den with fireplace. This lovely home perfectly
blends elegance with convenience in living for the large
family. Features a formal dining room, 2 fireplaces, 4
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, and kitchen with all built-ins. The 2 car
garage and 10 closets complete the picture. If you think this
sounds good, you should see the rest. Call us, we'll arrange it
for you:

41••
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41.

OLD SHOES AND RICE IN YOUR FUTURE? After the
honeymoon you'll love to cope home to this pretty 3 bedroom
brick home. Bait in 1970 an still new and shiny; has drapes,
carpeting, built-in stove in the den-kitchen combination, and
an extra storage building in the big back yard. The price of
$19,500 is perfect for now.

am.
••••
40.
AM.

.11•••
•••..
•1•111.

INCOME AND NO TAXES!! Let us explain to you how to
build an estate on other peoples money with an_investment in
9 apartments at 1311 Main. All apartments are completely
furnished and rented with very good return. Why does seller
say "Never thought I'd love a loss?" Call us for the answer.

411.
dn.

MN.

.101•1.
••••
.11•11
,

SHERRIE LANE-Take the College Farm Road to N. 19th St.
Turn right and go to the end of the street. Turn left and you
are on Sherrie Lane and that is where you will find this
delightful 3 bedroom brick. The home has a large front
porch and a fenced in back yard. The kitchen is combined
with a large family room in addition to the living room.
There's plenty of closet space too. After you drive by call us
for a look at the inside.

MM.
•••••
411•••

11111.

IOW

MN.
401..
MM.
dalb.

TWO BEDROOM DOLL HOUSE WITH FIREPLACE.
Perfect for young couple or older persons. Good location,
goodpea. can for your appointment. Price.V.. $15,000.00.

.1•••

MM.

011.

NEW, SPOTLESS, AND READY FOR YOU!. Carpet is
down, central heat and air ready to go, 3 bedrooms are
painted,storm windows up, range built-in, carport is poured,
key to front door is waiting for you in our office. $20,000 is all
you .need to buy this brand new charmer. Buy it today,
move in tomorrow.

••••••

.110.
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MM.
41110.

••••
••••

HAPPINESS IS $24,900. WHOEVER IT was that said money
can't buy happiness overlooked this beautiful 3 bedroom
brick on 1 acre lot in the county. Let the kids play in the
family room, while you entertain in the living room. Two
complete baths and great kitchen. Only minutes from town.
54 ACRES NEAR POTTERTOWN. 20 acres fenced for hogs,
15 acres tillable, timber too. Old house in fair condition. Only
$11,200.

41.

.111.

.11•10.
4MM.

WHITE FRAME HOME ON QUIET STREET. Ideal for
raising children. Home has 3 bedrooms, built-in stove and
disposal, some carpets, 1 bath, fenced back yard. In our age
of high prices it is a pleasure to offer this one for $16,500.00.
See for yourself.

41110
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.1•••
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$29,000 WILL BUY YOU 185'xI00' business property with
expansive brick building, 3 car garage and frame rental
house. Where else can you get so much for so little?

4•11.

41•11.

IF YOU ACT QUICKLY, WE MAY be ablelftell you this 3
bedroom brick home for just $19,000. Rooms are large, house
is in excellent neighborhood, and we can help you arrang
financing. Build now for your family's future.

Va.
1/00.
111EN.

4=1.•

4.•

ONE HALF ACRE AND NICE 3 bedroom brick home in
Grove Heights is ideal for those who don't want to live right in
town. There is a carport and a large storage building in back.
It's not too big and not too little. The price is right too. Call us
,and we'll take you there. •

4•11•11.
411•11.
10.1.
4.6
41.
AM.

OM.

SMALI„NPARTMENT COMPLEX. Income nearly $200
monthly. You can buy it for only $15,000. Excellent location.

•=••

AM.

411.

COLLEGE FARM ROAD EXTENDED 4'2 acres with 2
barn's and 2 small ponds. Only $3,850.00 for this mini-farm.

tn.

••••

FIVE BEDROOMS, 2 BATH HOME on lot 80'x450'. House is
well insulated and has aluminum siding. This place is really
a good buy at $13,500.

•••••
.•111.

.11•01.
gar.
••••

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
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MEMELER.OF MULTIPLE LISTING
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Phone 753-4342
Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,
Ron Talent

.010
ON.

home phone 753-1910
Associates:
home phone 753-8958
home phone 753-1607
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, Kentucky Roundup
PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP)—Pineville Community hospital will
observe Founders Day Sunday with a ceremony at which U.S.
Rep. Tim Lee Carter will speak.
The ceremony will mark the hospital's 35th year.
A new four-story Ambulant Care Center also will be dedicated
then.
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State May Need Special
Session To Distribute
Revenue Sharing Funds

Desegregation Plan
To Begin October 18
For Hopkinsville

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. API
—A school desegregation plan
for Christian County will be in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP—The Kentucky Federation of effect one week before the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— inserted in the current two-year
deadline ordered by a federal
Women's Clubs is sponsoring a series of legislative consumer
and
possibility that Kentucky budget which would have
October
months
of
The
during
the
Kentucky
court.
seminars throughout
might need a special legislative allowed the governor to spend
November.
Christian County School Supt.
session to distribute new feder- any revenue sharing money
The next meeting will be at 9 a.m. Saturday at Cumberland
W.D. Kelley said Wednesday
al revenue sharing money has that came Kentucky's way.
College in Williamsburg.
that the transfer of some 3,300
But, he recalled, at the time
arisen even befere passage of
Other seminars will be at Jenny Wiley State Park in Preston- students which is necessary for
the chances of revenue sharing
act.
congressional
the
sburg, at 10:30 a.m. Oct 18. There will be a seminar at Bill's
the plan will begin Oct. 18 and
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, looked so dim in Washington
Restaurant in Paducah at 9 a.m. Oct. 23. A meeting in Louisville
be completed Oct. 23.
final
The
Louisville.
chairman
of the joint appro- that such a provision never was
will be at 9:30 a.m. Nov. 1 at the University of
Judge
Western District U.S.
revenue com- included.
priations
and
seminar will be at Highland Heights Nov. 3 a.m. at 9:30 at
Charles Allen had approved the
The revenue sharing act calls
mittee, called the session "a
Northern State College.
desegregation plan Aug 31 and
for use of the funds "within
a
compossibility"
at
distinct
deadline
set the implementation
whatever reasonable time periLEXINGTON,Ky. 1AP)—The annual meeting of the Kentucky
mittee meeting Wednesday.
1.
Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults will be for Nov.
Finance Commissioner Don ods are specified in treasury
Opponents of the desegThursday Oct. 19.
Bradshaw indicated he agreed. regulations."
Society president Coleman McGuire said the meeting will be at regation plan will not have
Bradshaw said the state is
'However, both men said everyenough time to take legal steps
Cardinal Hill Hospital in Lexington at 10 a.m.
thing is speculative at the mo- waiting daily for those reguin the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
lations.
ment.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP1—Some 100 black students at Appeals for the 1972-73 school
The revenue sharing bill,
If they specify 18 months as
Wednesday
to
year, according to W.Pelham
Bowling Green High School boycotted classes
which would give the state, the reasonable time, then the
dramatize a list of grievances and requests presented to school McMurry, of Paducah, the atcounties and cities a total of state administration is in a diofficials.
torney for a group of Christian
$87.5 million, now is before a lemma.
discussing
after
a.m.
The students returned to classes about 10
County citizens seeking to block
congressional conference comIt either must call a special
the situation with school officials.
the plan.
mittee.
session
or make sure the next
black
of
pictures
More
demand
for
is
a
the'list,
of
At the top
The question revolves around regular assembly Can use the
Judge Allen gave the antagostudents on a student calendar sponsored by the school student
the state's estimated share of federal funds in the few months
nists permission to intervene in
council.
$29.1 million.
over the plan on Sept.
that would be left under the
School authorities made no final statement on the students' litigation
28, -for the purpose of appeal,"
Only the General Assembly is theoretical time limit.
demands.
Mrs. Paul Jordan, left, Mrs. Harry Conley, and Miss Maude Nance, members of the Garden
but at that time turned down a Department of the Murray Woman's Club, are shown with
There is a further big quesauthorized to appropriate such
a few of the many items to be sold at the
request to set back the dead- auction sale by the department on Saturday. October 14, at ten
tion:
will the regulations call
money
under
one
interpretation
a.m. at the club house, 700 Vine Street.
line.
which says the money must be merely for allocating the monProceeds will be used in the landscaping of the back yard of the club house.
An all-black school, Durrett
spent by the same method as ey—for use at leisure later—or
Avenue, and the predominantly
for spending it within 18
all other state funds.
WASHINGTON (AP)—After demanding liberty or death, ar- white West Side grade schools
However, the assembly is not months?
Re-Discover
Kentucky
today
early
relented
med inmates at the District of Columbia jail
will be closed under the plan.
Bradshaw
guessed
exscheduled to meet again until
and released 11 guards held hostage for nearly 24 hours.
Two previously all-black
January, 1974, almost 15 penditures would be required,
of
the
century-old
control
returned
inmates
rioting
The gene 50
schools will be Made into inalthough he added "we just
months from now.
prison's Cell „Block 1 to corrections officials after lengthy tegrated 5th-and 6th-grade cendon't'know-yet."•
As
Bradshaw
explained
later,
negotiations and an extraordinary session which was to resume ters.
there could have been a clause Gov. Wendell Ford has exbefore a federal district court judge here today.
A request by the Christian
pressed his reluctance to call
to
any special session unless it is
STOCKHOLM API—The 1972 Nobel Prize for physiology or County board of educatioh
desegregation plan
needed—either for revision of
medicine was awarded jointly today to Gerald Maurice Edelman delay the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hendenied. The
school financing or to particicient race of redmen.
By Helen Stacy
of the Rockefeller University in New York and Rodney R. Porter one year was also
Paris today
contended the switch
pa,te in revenue sharing.
In Johnson County. where the ry A. Kissinger left
of the University of Oxford, England, for their discoveries con- board had
to return to the White House to
school
year
of
the
in
the
course
His aides also have said he
with
kicked
securely
past
._is
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—The
cerning the chemical structure of antibodies.
report on his latest peace talks
would cause problete„s, •
JiPanita Amonett, county does not want to spend the
redman's heritage in Kentucky Indian history -there have been with the North Vietnamese, a
The prize this year is worth $98,100. Antibodies is the collective
of
endless
extension agent from Mc- money on his own, even if it
is more than just Indian sum- discoveries
name of a group of blood proteins that play an important in the
White House spokesmen said.
Cracken
mer, with its golden, shimmery fascination, enough for many
County, taught the turned out he had such authordefense against infections and in the development of several
White House press secretary
lesson
bonus of balmy weather when lifetimes of research and study.
on
"Kitchen ity,
different diseases.
Bradshaw said one thing
Caves and recesses in Elliott Ronald L. Ziegler declined Arrangmenet" at the training
fields are bright with yellow
comment on the contents of the
should be made clear: the state
BOSTONAP—Responding to Republican criticism of his
flowers, bins are filled with and Morgan counties are
school
held
for
leaders
of
the
(Continued from Page I)
talks which have renewed specgrain and barns are bulging yielding artifacts and relics in
Vietnam peace proposals, Sen. George McGovern says the Nixon
Calloway County Homemakers will not lose any money.
If waiting constitutes too
an area virtually unta9ped by ulation that a negotiated end to Club at the home of Mrs. Clifton
administration is "willing to surrender hundreds of American Mary Townley, Mrs. Nina with golden burley.
the U.S. role in the -Vietnam
Wehland, and Mrs. Bill Maness.
much of a gamble, he said., he
New research indicates the archeologists other than
priSoners of war to another four years ofcaptivity.
--S.-Jones
in
the
South
Pleasant
It was also reported that local
is certain Ford will go in the
university professors, class war is in sight.
-Grove neighborhood.
And he criticized the latest round of secret Paris peace talks, citizens donated $622 for flood Indian mounds in Ashland's field
"Of course the President has
lirection of a special session.
trips arid hobbyists.
Central
Park,
once
believed
to
Those
attending
the
lesson
saying, "I am tired of secret negotiations that yield propaganca relief which was forwarded by
Mrs. Lily Ridgeway ,of Elliott received ongoing reports day were
Cherokees
200,300
be
the
work
of
Mesdames
Janice
for the administration but do not yield peace for the people of Robert 0. Miller to the areas
years ago, are at least 2,000 County owns what she believes by day," Ziegler said. "He will Pasternak, Rose Harrington,
America of Indochina."
involved for distribution to the years old rind built by an an- to be an Indian deed. She has an receive an oral report ( from Dixie Palmer, Jackie Herndon,
The Dernocartic nominee kept up his attack on President victims.
Indian tomahawk which she Kissinger)
Nixon's Vietnam politics in a speech to a cheering crowd that
Ziegler armounced a break- Paula Palmer, Louise Dunn,
believes to be inscribed with a
Carol Kelly,
filled Boston's 6,000-seat National Guard Armory for a $25-a-plate
Reports for Project FIND
fast
meeting for further dis- Bobbie Cook,
contract for land in sign
Artie
Morris,
Peggy
Jennings,
fund-raising dinner Wednesday night.
revealed that approximately
cussion
has
been
scheduled for
language.
Eula Crawford, Clara Key,
_ 367 eliterly sdizefia have been
Friday
morning
with
President
Signs
Death claimed -Mrs. Ivy
of
a
strange
Indian
SAIGON ( AP i—U.S. war-planes kept up their attacks on North contacted and assisted in
_Niacin, Kissinger, and Secretary Fran Osmus, Terry Delker, Pogue of Benton on Wednesday
custom
can
be-fonnetalongBarbara Gillum, Clara „lean
Vietnam today, but increased restrictions were reported placed making applications for food
at.five.a.m, at the Benton Long
Paint Creek in Morgan and --O-f State W-T-Oriani.P Ri5rets.
on their operations in the Hanoi area following damage to three aid. This project was initiated
Ziegler announced Kissinger's Paschall, Anna Lou .Jones, the Term Care Unit. She was
Johnson
counties.
Vietnamese
North
the
hostess,
and
the
leader.
raid
on
anAnerican
during
foreign missions
at the request of the governyears of age and a member of
Lost for the most part in an departure from Paris minutes
Gary Wayne Jackson, son of
capital Wednesday. A varying buffer zone was being declared ment and was directed locally
before Nixon left the White
Golden Pond Baptist
the
unfathomable
past,
the
history
around Hanoi, and all future targets in the area must be cleared by Miss Sheila Buckler, student Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rex Jackson
Church.
of the Paint Creek Indians in- House on a briercampaign trip
received
Hazel,
Route
One,
of
first by the Nixon Administration, it was learned.
field worker for Red Cross, and
to Atlanta, Ga.
Survivors
include
two
Security regulations prevented disclosure of the precise details students of th Murray State his certificate as a Certified cludes legends of ancient tribal
Kissinger, the President's nadaughters, Mrs. Jettie Burnside
ceremonies
and
rites.
Here,
for
the
dinner
Accountant
at
Public
of the new restrictions.
University Social Work Club
tional security adviser, has
of Daytona Beach, Fla., arid
meeting of the State CPA held in some unknown reason, the In- been meeting- with Le Duc Tho,
and social work classes.
Miss Charlotte Pogue of Miami,
peeled
dians
great
sections
of
Others attending the meetiiiig Louisville.
Fla; three sons, Eura G. Pogue
bark from trees along the creek. a member of the North VietnaJackson
isnowemployed
at
an
were: Mrs. Emma Dean
of Murray, Billy Pogue of
used red and black pigment mese politburo and XuapaThuy,
Members of the Murray
accounting firm in Louisville. and
pictures on the bark and chief North Vietnamese ne- Woman's Club received twenty- Benton Route Eight, and Archie
paint
LONDON ( AP)—Prince Philip has urged parents to expose Lawson, Miss Ruth Cole,
to
The former Calloway man
gotiator at the formal and semPogue of Orange City, Fla.
tree trunks.
their children to adventure by encouraging them to seek new Charles Hale, Lester Nanny, was valedictorian
one ribbons for crafts entered in
of his eighth
Karl Hussing, Henry Holton,
Mrs. Pogue is also survived
experinces.
In Johnson County's Barn ipublic peace talks.
at
the
fall
the
held
display
grade class at Hazel ElemenThe sessions with Kissinger
by four sisters, Mrs. Dale
The husband of Queen Elizabeth II, said Wednesday the op- Leonard Vaughn, Fleetwood,,
section, a West virginia
Rock
meeting of the First District of
Hayes, tary School, and was an honor
portunities for the space-age generation were limitless but the Crouch, Mrs. Curtis
native who researches Indian have been held in the strictest the Kentucky Federation of Hart-ell of Murray, Mrs. Emma
Mrs. C.J. McDevitt, Mrs. student in the 1966 graduating lore as a hobby has reported the secrecy.
young had to discover them for themselves.
Women's Club held at the Mitchell of New York Mrs.
class of Calloway County High
He said parents often are of little help in guiding their children Gaylord Forrest, Mrs. Finis
of a sizable Indian
remains
Broadway Methodist Church, Jessie Travis of St. Louis, Mo.,
School.
and Mrs. Eska Hammonds of
because they are baffled by mind-stunning devices which the Griffith, Mrs. Paul Jordan,
village.
Paducah,
on Saturday.
Jackson
Mrs.
Moyer,
graduated
cum
laude
Mrs. Robert
youngsters probably better understand.
Paducah; one brother, George
itself, located on
Barn
Rock
Mrs.
Harold
Mullins,
Harry Russell, Mrs. J.T. with a B.S. degree in business the Lonzo Skaggs farm, is 63
Philip made his remarks in a magazine interview.
president of the KFWC, was the Conroy Atwood of Cadiz; twelve
Taylor, Mrs. Kathy Sykes, and from Murray State University feet long and 37 feet wide.
principal
speaker, and Mrs. grandchildren; thirteen great.,
in
June
of
1970.
During
his
LISBON ( AP) —Josef Cardinal Mindszenty, 80-year-old Mrs. Diane Johnson, and Mrs.
Skaggs once used the space
James
Austin,
district governor grandchildren.
junior year he was awarded two
1.„01! exiled Roman Catholic primate of Hungary, has arrived by plane Margaret Trevathan.
Funeral services will be held
beneath the rock for a millhouse
presided.
Mrs.
Harold
awards of $100 each and was
from Vienna to attend special services at the Shrine of Fatima
Friday at one p.m. at the chapel
and black smith shop.
Wilkinson
of
the
Hazel
Woman's
named
outstanding
junior in
this week.
of the Collier Funeral Home,
At one time or another, the
accounting. In his senior year
Funeral services for Dale Club was elected as district Benton, with
The Cardinal, who spent 15 years in refuge in the American
shelter has served as a
Rev. J.T. Parrish
rock
he received the Alpha Kappa.
Hill, age 12, are being held recording secretary.
Embassy in Budapest after the collapse of the Hungarian
officiating.
school house, church, pig lot
Psi
scholarship
Attending
from
the
award. He was
today at two p.m. at the chapel
Murray
uprising in 1956, will be able to see stations of the cross named
Burial will be in the Matheny
a member of the accounting and as a place for curing of
Woman's Club were Mrs. J.
the Blatock-Coleman
(Continued from Page 1)
after him in 1964 while he was still inside the embassy.
Cemetery in Trigg County.
tobacco.
Matt
honor
society
at
Sparkman,
Murray
Funeral
Home
Mrs.
with
Rev.
Sam
State.
Jack
The stations depicting the passion and death of Christ were built
Scientists have long puzzled
Knight, Mrs, John Belt, Mrs. Friends may call at the funeral
with donations from Hungarian Catholics in other countries alternate. Rev. Mike Ross of
brigin of the Jones officiating.
home,
the
-niter
Joe Prince,
Mrs. J.D.
throughout the world, most of them refugees from communism or Pleasant Hope Church will have
mysterious mounds which dot
Serving as pallbearers are Ftayburn, Mrs.
Rev,
prayer,
and
scripture
and
Bryan
Tolley,
exiles from their homeland.
the Eastern United States. Now, Charles Grogan, Robert Swift, and Mrs. Elsie
Gerald Owen of Sugar Creek
Kevitt.
archeologists believe Ashland's Phillip Turner, Virgil Turner,
Murray members receiving
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. i AP—Navy Lt. Mark Gartley says he Church will make a presenCentral Park mounds are the Alton Collins, and Billy Thorn.
ribbons were as follows:
will spend his first 90 days of liberty since 1968 mulling over a, tation of Book of Reports.
remains of the Mound Builders' Burial will be in the Barnett
(Continued from Page 1)
Representatives from Baptist
Macrame'—first,
civilian career and visiting families of servicemen he knew in
Mrs.
The New Concord Parent- civilization.
Cemetery
with
the Robert
Student Union, Jonathan Creek Teacher Club met Tuesday
Miller.
North Vietnam prison camps.
Crouse,
Route 2, Murray.
Similar earthen structures arrangements by the BlalockDrawn Work—second, Mrs.
Gartley,released from Jacksonville Naval Hospital Wednesday Assembly, Mid-Continent Bible evening with Danny. Kingiri-s
Miss Rhonda Garland, age 9,
Ashland
the
area,
dotted
Coleman Funeral Home.
once
Elsie Kevitt, third, Mrs, M.O. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
after 10 days of medical tests and military intelligence College, and Western Baptist reading the scripture from
lendin
. g credence to the belief
Hospital will make reports.
debriefings, headed "further up the East Coast."
Jimmy Garlan, Route 3,
The young boy was found Wrather,
Psalms 121 followed by pfayer that here once was a large
The closing session will be led by Michael Hargrove,
Crochet—first, Mrs. M.O. Murray.
settlement or Indian city. The dead in his bed by his stepfather
BARTOW,Fla.(AP)L-Bartow's ancient man, Charlie Smith, held at seven p.m. Tuesday at
Miss LaDonne Roberts, age
Hal Winchester,, president, mounds are approximately 15 and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Wrather, second, Mrs. Bryan
says he left his homeland of Liberia as a captive slave in 1842. And the First Church, Murray, with expressed thanks to each one
12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
diameter and four feet Thomas Turner of Glasgow, on Tolley.
in
feet
now the 130-year-old Smith, who claims to be the world's oldest W. R. Davenport, president of for help with the Turkey Shoot highThe psychic Edgar Cayce Sunday morning. An autopsy
Drawing—first,
Mrs. Billy Ray Roberts, Route 2,
living human being, has the opportunity to return as an honored Campbellsville College as the- yield last weekend. The club will
Cleburne Adams,
Murray.
said the Mound Builders was performed and officials
once
speaker.
guest of the Liberian government.
Sculpture—first, Mrs. Ray
Miss Cindy Hurt, age 10,
pa-Y for a-Cokt party for all the were natives of Atlantis who left said the death was due to
Warfordz. grades that helped in the sale of
Earl
Rev.
A press attache at the Liberian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
natural causes. The boy had Sinclair, third, Mrs. Paul Heise, daughter of Mrs.Jean Hurt and
continent
during
ill-fated
that
said in atelephone interview he planned to travel to Bartow-today superintendent _ of missions of ham tickets.
Rug
its last days and came to reportedly been ifi good health Burton Making—first, Mrs. Larry Hurt of 1708" Calloway
to meet with Smith and try to persuade him to go home for a the association, will also bring a
Young, second, Mrs. Ed Avenue, Murry,
and was in the fourth grade at
Announcements were made of America by way of Yucatan.
message at the Tuesday the school's Fall Festival to be
week's visit.
Trotter.
the
Miss Robyn Ray, age 10,
Glasgow
Elementary
and
is
not
listing
state
The
Smith could not be reached for comment on the offer, but So`cial evening meeting. Aubrey Cook heldSaturday night, October 28,
Weaving—first, Mrs. Ken- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
researching these features of School.
Security officer Joe Scarmanack of Lakeland sent a man to break of Elm Grove will direct the and of the PTCIs Men's Style
neth Wintets, second, Mrs. Ray, 1603 Kirkwood Drive,
gentucky's Indian heritage
Survivors are his stepfather Charles
the word to Smith Wednesday:
singing and Rev. Larry Cross of Show on Saturday, November
Moffett, and third, Miss Murray.
and _mother, Mr. and Mrs.
"When he first was approached, he gave an emphatic 'no.'" the Bethlehemthlitefittllt h'ave.
iiittruat for fell
Frances Brown.
Miss Dana English, age 9:
Thomas
Turner,
_
two
sisters,
said Scarmanaek. "But then he said he might go, but in no way scripture and prayer. Rev.,
NEW -YORK t
Applique—second,
daughter
of Roy English at 1614see)
Mrs.
The second grade had the
M.O.
injections
nor;
Reva Turner and Robin'timer;
ne
would he go by airplane. And he said he would like to have one of David Brasher of New Bethel :most parents present at the Liquid
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